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INTRODUCTION` TO THE HANDHOOK

Haw To Use It

The purpose of this Handbook is to give paralegals in le-
.. -

gal services offices-and lay advocates in social service and health
oy0'. '

agencies a basic understanding of the'SlIpplemental Security.Incpme,
.

program; Information has been gathered from a variety of sources:

the statute and 'regulations, Social Security documents, discussions

with persons in the-Social Security Adminiitration and other per

sons engaged in helping' the' elderly, blind and disabled poor. 1

Manuals .from the thtional,Senior`Citiiens Law Center arid the Columbia

Cenker on Law'and Poverty have also been useful.
O

This Handbook is designed tb be used in training and also

as a reference bock. It' is divided into foutedn chapters. The

table of dOntenis _lists not only the chapters,- but also the major

' subsections within each chapter, together with the apprapriate page

-number. there are frequept citations to the basic source materials,

so thlt more informatibn 'can be obtMhed about a particular issue.

Adirocate tip:Lake interspersed throughout the Handbook.

SinCe it 'is important to have access to-tke basic source

materials, those are described on the next page, and-information

given as to where to find then. 0

Ard finally, there isagldssary at the end of this -

Introduction.

-1-
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The Basic Source Materials

The basic source materials are i

.1. Statute: Title 16 of the Social

in Voldme 42, U.S. Code Annoted,

Security Act codified

at §1381 and folloW-

1.2. -Regulations: All of the SSI regulations will even-
.

tually be published in Title 20 of the Code of
NO

'Federal Regulations .9t.S416 following.

3. Social ity Claims Manual: Most of the information

About the SSI program will be'found.in-parts-I2'and

13 of the Claims Manual. However, some of the infor-

mation is found in Other parts of the Manual. This

is the permanent'policy and operational guide used by'"'

SSA personnel;

4. SSI Handbook: An operational And supposedly'temporary

set of guidelines for- District Office personnel. Quite

Often it is the only reference used by SSA personnel

in the District Office.

The source. materials are listed inthb 'order of authority; that is

the statute is the highest level of authority and the SSI Handbook

is the lowest level. -Thus if confronted with SSA personnel who cite

the Handbook, you can cite the Claims Manudl, the regulations, or the

statute, all of which should have more weight than the Handbook

-2--
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TheClgims Manual and the SSI Handbook can be read'at the

Social Securiiy. District Office. You can get your own copy of the _

Claims, Manual and, uttlates for'oneyear for $15 from:

The National Senior Citizens Law Center
1709 West 8th Street, 'Suite 600 :

- - Los Angeles, Califor-nla 20017
.

(213) .48S-3990 4
'.' ,\"'

,

Every legal service office gets one copy free. .

4. S
,

The regulations are not' yet finalized and are to be

.

found in different` issues of the.Federal.Register. Pecopy of most
-------

." of them can be secured for P.I§ from:

The National Cleailnghouse for Legal Services
500 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 2220
Chicago, Illinois60611 \

The statute P.L. 92-603 in addition to being in Volume .

42 ok the V.S.\C\ode', can alSo be found in Volum of the ComOi-,

lation of Sa&A13Security1aws. Volume 1:costs $3.45 and can
. .

secured from:

. _1\ '
:3

The Superintendent of Documents ,

The Government Printing Offite
.

'Hashington, D.C. 20420
1

The amendments -,P.L. 93-66, P.L. 93-233 can be secured

free from:.

9 The House Document Roam.
U.S. Capitol
Washington, D.C. 20515

'Additional copies of this Advocate's Handbook can be

secured fran:
National Paralegal Institute
2000 P Street, NAIL, 6th Floor
WaSingtori, D.C. 20036 .

-3-
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Glossary
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Aid to'the Aged -.the former State welfare program for the aged.,

4
AB: Aid .to the Blind- the former State ,welfare program for the

AD: Aid to the Disabled - the former State welfare program for the.

disabled.

AFDC: Aid to Families with Dependent Children - the current State

welfare program f

ANC: Aid to Needy Children

children'in need. .

another name for AFDC.

BDI: Bureau of Disability

Ole

Insurance, Social Security AaMinistration.

BHA: Bureau of Hearings and Appeals, Social'Security-Administiation.

,

Benefit payment:. The actual,amount.of trendy that a particular.

claimant receives:

Benefit standard: The maximum amount of money that any,claimarit
can receive. ,

.

,CER: Code of Federal Regulations.
, - a

CM: Claims Manual - the basic operational and policy manuarof the

SSA.'

, 0

Child:. An individual who is neither married nor the head of a
household, and who is: 1) under age 18, or 2) under the

age of 22, and a.student regularly attendiFig scho61.

Claimnt:

Convertee:

. . ,

A:Person who has applied for.SSI'benefits arid/or is'

receiving" them.
2

A person who was on the oldState welfare program at

the time SSI came into being; thus the person was con-
verted from the welfare roles to the SSI roles.

9,

-4-
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Countable ircare: Income which remains after 411 excluded income

has been subtracted .frcrn. it.
)

143

, Countable resources: resources whiCh 'remlin after all excluded
resources hAve,been sUbtractecl.frxim.it;.

Couple:. 'No Fersofis 'regally married or' holding theraselves'out to

the ocennunity as being married; this status' continues
until they are divorced .or dead or have been separated
for six months:

DI: Disab ifit-Y.:Instgance (See OASDI):.--,

DILS: Disability Insurance Letters - guidelines for use lay the

CO: District Office, Social Security Adnaistration.- the basic
. services unit of SSA. -

Peening : Attributing imams or other _resources to a person fitm
another individual, even, if that, incamelresourde§
are not available to the first person.

EligibleCouple: T eligible individuals who are married\as
defined by SSA and have not been sepakated
six months.

Eligible individual: A person who .Meets all the requirements far; SSI.

o.

/
Eligible spouse: A person who meets all the requirements for SSI,

and-iS the wife Or husband (as determined by SSA)

. of an eligible individual.

Essential .person: A person whciseheeds were included in the. bene-
fit_ payments of a claimant tuxler the old welfare
programs ,

Grandfathering: Protecting the rights of a claimant who was con=
vented from the old welfare programs to SSI'.

Holding out: SSA, defines two individuals of the opposite sex who
live together and hold themselves out to the carmunity
as being married, as being in a .holding out situation,

and therefoie considered married.

10
-5--
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A
!Fame: INssets or things of value that, person receives during a

calen, quarter. .
6

OAA': Old Age Assis,tande another name fOr AA.

OASDI:' Old Aye, Survivors and Disability Insurance the basic

income maintenance program administered by. Sgke
84

Parent: A natural, adoptive or step - parent.

TSDI:* Retirement, Survivors arid Disability Insurander- another
.

for OASDI.

nane

ResOurdes: Assets or things of value, a person has at the begin-
ning of a calendar quarter.

SA: State Agency - the State Agency,. usually Vbcational Rehabill=
tation, which has responsibili,ty for medical determinations'
in both the SSI and the OASDI programs.

SA-DDU: State Agency - Disability Determinatiop Unit Same as SA:

SQA: Substantial gainful.adtivity disabled person Ohose work can
6e considered as engaging in substantial activity, and thee
fore'not eligible for benefits, even thotfgh their diSability

:ioontinues.

SSA: Social Security AdminiStration - administers OASDI, SSI and

the Medicare programs/. 0

SST:' Supplemental' SecurIty'indarp federal welfare program for

the blind, disabled and aged.

SSP: StateSupplementary Payments payments mode by the States

over and above "the basic SSI payment.

Spouse: Husband of wife (as defined by SSA) of an ;srle indivi-
dual, who has not.been separated for six 1"74:r,; husband

or wife (as defined by SSA) of parent,of-an eligible child:

USCA: U.S. Code Annotated.

-6
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. CHAPTER 1

SSI AM THE IND:IME DIPMENAHCIE 4ySIV4

Overview

This Chapter provides a f for understanding how the

Supplemental Security Income program fits into the income maintenance

(

systei in this dountry. There is no single' program which provides a

coordinated, comprehensive aPproathto the problen of income prein7

tenanoe. Instead theie_are a variety of programs, -Atka bewild--

ering array of eligibility requirements and payment

One way to group the Programs de acCordingtowhether.the

program is linked to work- cr-to need. Alie bulk; of the programs are

linked to work; that is,,tO gpa717y.a person has*to have worked

for a stated )Period of time. How-ver, some of the programs are
. /

linked to need; that is, to qualify a person mist prove need.

Historically, the ,public has viewed' those two groipps of

program benefits quite differently. Although efits in both-are

,

a legal right, benefits based on.need--dimmonly called wefare -.-

are often Considered a privilege. Persons. receiving those beriefitsF

are sometimes viewed as morally .suspect. in contrast, bedefits

linked- to work are =inside:redeemed riots. Hence the person

'retie:tying sudh,a benefit takes on additional moral virtue.

.1 3
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The major income maintenance programs, separated into the

two groups, are listed below:..

Mork-linked Programs

..,Old Age, Survivors and Disability In.sutance
s c

...Black Lung Benefits

..Railroad. Retirement and Unemployment Act

...Federal, State, and local goverment insurance

Prograin'

.,.State Unemployment Insurance

Disability Insurance (few stated)

...State Workmen's Compensation

Need-linkedlorograms
-

...Supplemental Security Income

..:Aid toiFamilies with Dependent Children.

...General Assistance or General Relief

Note: Veterans 'Benefits are not in either group. They are avail-

able to a special status group and provide money payments in the

form of compensation for service connected illnesses or injuries,

a

and pensions for elderly veterans in need.

leis clear iron the list that the Supplemental Security'
2 .

Inccre program is based on need. It is a federal* administered

-8-
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welfare program,which, beginning January 1, 1974, supplant6d the

state administered welfare programs for the aged, blind and dis-

abled. The Social :Security Administration is responsibly for

- a
administering the SS' program, and alsoo.for administering the

o -

largest and best known work-linked program, called Old Age,

Survivors and Disability Insurance 0,SDI). As a matter of fact,

Congress viewed thetSSI program as being supplemental to the OASDI

program.

In order to havea better understanding of the implica-

tills of this change, both for the Social Security Administration

and for the welfare system, it,is important to look at:

...the'Social Security'Adminisyaion and 0ASDI;

...the old welfare system.

-9-
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The Social Security Administration

and OA.SDI

--, The Social --Security .Act _of .1935, as .amended ,. _set np what _

. .
.

is considered the key income maintenance program in this country.

It is knoWn variously as Old Age, Suritivors and Disability Insur-

ance (O1SDI) or Retirement and Surlii-Disability Insurance

(RSDI), or just piain.Social Security. For purposes of simplicity,

and because the acronym has been used for such a-long time,:in this

Handbook the-program will be referred to asCASDI.

The administration of the program is through a national

network of District Offices of fine Social Security Administration.

. The financing comes through one comOulsory, contribution

from dmployers and one from employees. Those contributions are

placed into two trust fundsone for retirement, and one for
.0

disabilityand the colts of administration, as well as the cost .

of the benefit' payments, are paid from those funds.*. The level

of contribution and the level of benefit payments are set by

Congress.

* Although CASDI'supposedly is, an insurance program, it is not

based on arturial principles% Thus the SoCial Seotrity Advisory
Council has recently suggested that general revenue funds be -

used to keeji the trust funds solvent.
ft*

-10-
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The program has three components:

...retirement insurance-ihitiated in 1935;

,
..:survivors ingurappe, initiated in 1939;

...disability insurance, initiated in 1956.

0** Retirement Insurance
0

The retirement program is not only the oldest, but also

the largest of the three programs. For example, iriDecember 1973

18.2 million retired workers 'and their "mouse received benefits,

in contrast td 2.4 million disabled workers and their spouse.'

Lt.,is also the easiest-of the programs to-administer.

As amdtter of fact, the Social Secprity Ad 4.ninistration has deVe

Loped'a sophisticated money paymentmechamism for-dealing with

the high volume of claims under the retirement insurance program.

This progOm lends itself to mass .computerized techniques because-
_

the eligibility requirements aresimple, objective and few in

muter.

,--Survivors -Insurance

The survivors insurance program is also a relatively, ,

easy program to administer. It is a small program, and provides cash

payments for the family of the insured worker who dies.'



0

Disability Insurance-

The disability insurance prOgram is the newest, and al-

though not large, is the most difficult to administer.

The determination Of:insuted status is simple, and'

handled much .as for the retirement prOgram. However,' disability

1

.

determination IS difficult foi' two reasons:

..the 'definition 'of °disability is vague, and
subjebtive;*

...the determination is made by a° State Agency

under contrkf:to the social.Security Administration.

\

Thus,in additilEm to'a comislex definitional firodblem,;there is also

,a complicated two-agency admihistratiVe,-structure:

Note: Tlds s-same definitional -and administrative structure,'

will operate'in,,the..SSI*oiram with,regard,to disabled claimants.

0

r
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The' Old Welfare System

The old welfare system was comprised of 55 different pro-

grams ackinistemd-by -the .50- States and-territcries of the U:S:

' The programs' were mandated )1y the Social Security Act, but because

of State Administration, and the fact that part of the money came

from States on a matching basis; the States were allowedbroad

discretion in setting eligibility requirement's and payment levels:

Not all needy persons were eligible far:benefits, just

those-who-were in certain categories, as follows:

...Aid to the Aged::

...%Aid to the idgabled;

. ...Aid to the ,Blind:

...Aid to Families with Dependent Children.

Those pers8ns who were needy but did not fall into one of those group,--'

ings, were left to the generosity of local -government. No federal

limey was to be available for those persons who were' considered.

"able- bodied" and thus able to support theMselves.: This philsophy

has its roots in England's Elizabethan Poor Law. Because the local

units of goverment have the least access to tax revenues, it is

not surprising that these pay ants are very law. For example, in
- ti

San Francisco a person on leneral assistance receives about$80-a

month.

-13-
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Over the years there. have been many schemes advanced for

federalizing and standardizing the welfare programs. Finally, in

October 1972 Congress passed Public Law 92-603 which federaIizeci

the welfare program for three categories: the blind, the disabled,
4

and the aged. In addition, for first time,, blind and.disabled.

children were eligible for benefits.

Congress called this new program Supplemental Security

A

Income, because it. was viewed as. supplementing the basic work -

related insurance program, OASiDI. Both SSI and OASDI were to be

aministered by the Social Security Adminirtration. Thus the',

welfare program for the blind-i theLdisabled, and the aged 'would

gain new respeciability,becauseof its namedhahge)andits assoCi-

anon with the SOcial Security Administration.

It is impo4tant to keep perspective when considering 'the

impact of adding this program to the social Security Administration.

or example, in January 1974, 33.2 million pertons received bene-

fit payments from the Social Security Administration. Of that

0

number, only 3.3 million were receiving SSI benefiti, about 10%

of the total.

*at happened to the rest of the welfare. SysteM? Aid 'to

Familie6 with Dependent Children continues as it ..was before SSI - 55

programs, with different eligibility requirements, and benefit payment

leVels. General assistance or general relief continues to be the

responsibility of local government.

-14-
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Before concluding that everything is great now that the

r SSI program' is with the Social Security dMinistration, it should lie

clear that the core of the welfare system - the means test - ranaths.

The means test is the scrutiny of each perton'g resources to see-
.

if he has the meaht to support himself. It is this process which

most people fihd to. humiliating and demoralizing.,

U_ test might be a humiliation for those

receiving benefits,' .it is a nightmare for administrators. The .

case-by-case sarutiny, of complex factors is time-consuming and ex-
.

penilve. It is,also a headache because most applicants are in dire
!

need. Thus the Social Security Adifinistratian could take whatever.

time was heeded to process applications for (SDI, safe in .the.

plowledge that emergency needs'would belmladled by the local welfare

department.s Now, with the welfarepragtam for the blind, disabled

and aged under SA, that responsibility 'cannot be 'delegated else- .

where. ,

Thus the basic advantage to .placing SSI within the Spcial

Security Administration is because it reduces thettl4ma Attached

to welfare. However, the disadvantage clearly is that SSA is set up

or mass handling of claims, with no time constraints. SSA has no

ence in being the agency of last resort for poor people, nor

does it e exprience in using the damiAex means test, Many of the

problem's which ve arisen in this first year of operation are

directly attributab to those factors.

-15-
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It 4...5 obviows to anyone Who has ob.seAved .the opeAation

os the SSI:pugum that thee A an uAgemt need OA advocatea.out-

-,'Aide.o( the Social SeCuAity hostem who can help claimants appty

don and Aeceive the connect beneiit payment, and'to help them

.,stay stigibteliot that payment. lt4A hoped that thi4 Handbook

can help in that ptoci44 .
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CHAPTER 2 - OVERVIEW OF SSI

WHAT.. IS SS1?

551 iS` a cash bene64-t pkogteun 601 the aged,
a

and on Hind on idisabeed peA'Asolt.6 op any age,

who do 6.t.hatieenougk.money to Live on.

WHO CAN GET IT?

A pennon who s:

...age 65 on (ANA, oft

. bti nd., oft

..:ctisabted;

AND

Has Limited means, deiined

0 -

S . .

...countabte income below $146 monthly got an .individual,
$1.L2_maithilf_inA._a_couptp;

...countabee 4i.e4ouice4 at' on. betow:- $100 15-64 an ihdividuat
- . $2250 Oh a coupte;

AND

Meets otheic condi-tiona%

a nesident

...s a U.S: Citizen on alien taw4utty kesiding in .the' U.S.;

it ites 40n ate air. benetits, to which he may be en-U.-teed;

....accepts vocationat kehabititation .16 4.6abted on btind;

...accepts tteatment .46 celi-ti6ick an aldohotic on &Lug. hddicli

not in a public institution.

-17-
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HOW MUCH CAN A PERSON GET?

0 -

Upto $146 pm month 4oh. an .individuat,

up to $i19 peA month ion a coupte.

WHAT IS oRANDFATHERING?

.!- ,

Photecting'hights o4 ettamants who were convehted "nom

S-tate Wet4ahe PAogAams tg SST:.

WHO IS GRANDFATHERED?..
.4

. , A.

Aged and blind who were on' State notes DeOmbeA 1973;

Disabted who WeAe on State notes December 1973.yand

ption. to June 1913.

WHAT ARE THE'GRANDFATHERING PROVISIONS?
4

4

State sandwidS in the qctolieh 1912 State.Ptan can be used:

1.to. dekine btindness and disability;

...to allow a higheA Aesoutce tmitation;

...4oA'the btind only, to-attow a higheh income disAegand;

State staridandS in the June.'1/73 State.Ptan can be usld:

...to phovide 4o'h the needs'0440 essentiat person in the

SSI benefit paymenti

.:.to phovA State Supptementahy Payments .to those,who

would Aeceive 444 income under SS1..

-18-
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WHAT 'OE MANDATORV.STATE SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS?

0 ;

1

Stdtes' muattmaiie additio.natapayment4 to g4andliatheted

ctaimant4 Ao theire .income under. SSI.witt not be teed

than it waa.undert the o!d State wet6atte pugum:
. .

WHAT ARE OPTIONAL STATE SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS?

Staters may 'hake add Lone payments ova and above

tkelvAit SS payment .to ate ctaimant4.

(*fflADMINISTERS THE "SSI PROGRAM?

TheSo4at:Secmity Admin,4tAation.

WHCOADMINISTERS THE STATE
SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS PROGRAM?

00.

1.

m.

Eithe4 the Sociat Sectai4 AdminiAticdtion 04 the State

\,.._ -

goverment, at the option olf the State. ' Li

..

-19-
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'CHAPTER 3
9

THE APPLICATION PROCESS

Overview

This Ch.ipter 'provides an'understanding of the application

process from twostandccdnts:

...How to App1y .

...HcurClaims are Processed.

O

How to Alx,

The application process begins at the point whena person

or hiS representativeCalls, writes or visits the local District

Office (DO) of the Social Security Administration and states that he

wants to apply for SSI benefits. If the person visits the office

he is assisted in filling:out the applidation forms. If the person

calls or writes, he is sent an application form attached to.a

dated notice.

If that person completes the application form and returns

it to the District Office within 30 days of the date of the notice,

or'of tthe visit to the office, benefitS can begin as of the first

of the month in which that initial contact was made. If ht does not

carplete filling it out .within'the 30 days, its begin as of

the first of the meth in which the forms are filled out.

-20-
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There are three applicatiah forms to deal with different

situations, as follows:

...Form SSA-8000--AppliCation for Supplemental Security
Income Onoup104

...Form SSA=800i--Application for Supplemental Security
Income (Individual); ,

...Form SSA-8002--Application for Supplemental Security
Income (Individilal with Spouse).

It is very important to insist on filling out an applica-

tion form. District Of4ce personnel are instructed by the Handbook

(S1420) to make an informal denial (disallowance) if a person dames

in to apply for SSI and appears to be "clearly ineligible"' and

if that person "readily accepts the explanation of why he is

ineligible." If that happens, he has no right to appeal and the

application process would have to begin all over again.

In addition to properly filling out the application forms,

the claimant must provide evidence that he meets eligibility

criteria. The kind of proof needed will be, discussed in the,sUbse-'

quent chapters_which deal with eligibility criteria. Note: The

whole process will_ be speeded up if claimant supplies'the necessary

evidence.qui. y.

Advocate Tip

...Make aurae the client azkz an apptication
even .there iz zome doubt ad to hiz etigibitity;

...Maketzuke .the application 60AM 44 kilted out pkopetty;

..,Hetp to zecuke the necezzaky evidence.

-21-
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O

How Claims'are Processed

The District Office 44 personnel have responsibility

for determining all non-medical eligibility criteria, such as age,

iname, resources, citizenship, etc. The District Office does not

have authority to formally determine blindness or disability, but

' may make a temporary decision in the limited cases cited on pages 28

and 30 for the purpose of the emergency advance and/or presumptive

dispility determinations. All formal determinations as to blind-

ness or disability are made by the State Agency Disability Determi-

nation Unit (SSA-DUU) under contract with the Social Security

Administration.

However, the District Office does have impact in-terms of

:
doh disabled person get to the State Agency. For example,Mhen

disabled person who is working applies, the DO explores hoWr much
11

he is making and generally, if the amount is over 066, makes an

,nformal disallowance, an the basis that the person is engaged in

ssubstantiil gainful activity (SGA). (See page 41 for further dia-

1

Cussion of what is considered SGA) That person has no appeal rights,

11c1 of course, he is never referred to the State Agency for deter-

urination as to his disability.

After the District Office, and in the case of the blind

aliel disabled, the State Agency, complete their investigation, the
,

"a is sent to SSA's Central Office. That office then notifies

-22-



the claimant as to the decision on his claim, and if he is eligible,

directs the Treasury Department to issue a check.

The functions of the three offices are summarized in the

chart on page 25,.

It is significant to note that the only place the claimant

is seen in this entire process is at the DistrictOffioe) It is

particularly unfortunate that the decision-makers in the State

Agency never see the claimant. (This issue will be discussed

further on page 47.)

Another problem, and one which is of rather major_pro-

portions, has been the length of time taken in the processing of

applications. There is no statutory time limit, and the disabled,

in particular, have had lowgwaits.--For example, in June 1974

in Region IX, one-third of the disabled applications had not been

processed three months' after applications. Undoubtedly one of the

reasons for this delay is the two le0e1 decision process that is

needed. Another is that a new computer systan was introduced,

into the entire operations ofthe Social Security AdMinistration,

around the time SSI was added as a new program. There have been

runercos problems with the computer rejecting applications for

known as well as unknown reasons.. In addition, harassed staff

in the District Offices will often put those rejected applications

aside, and work on the new applications, and those that are not

troublesome.

-23-
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Advocate Tip

..,Keep in .touch with the DO to make Acme the puee66
L6 moving; o 4

...InAist on knowing the AeaAon4 Oh the delay Ao the
application won't be tioAgotten;

...PAovide puMptly whatever intioAMation might be
miating;

,,,,,.Suggest to the client that he contact hia CongAeaaman
thi'aEtayA continue. The pmatiee under OASDI

Zs to give pAioAity to thooe.appticationa, which are
called "CongAeseionats.°

...Urge the client to ioAmatty appty, is denied inlioA-
malty on the baaLs SGA.

24
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CHAPTER 4

-EARLY CASH PAYMENI'S

Overview

N
Theie are three provisions for the payment of cash be-

fore the formal determination of eligibility .s completed. One

is fOr the aged, blind-and disabled,-and is called the emergency

advance. The second is for the disabled only, and provides,up

to three full months of benefit payments on the basis of

"presumptive disability". The third is for the aged only; pending

0

final verification of age.

r

N

44V

-26-
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The aner ex coven

42 U.S.C.A. 51383(a)(4)
20 C.F.R. 5416.520

By definition alr-the people applying for SSI are in need.

It is fortunate, in view of the time delays, that the statute pro-

iides for an emergency advance payment. This advance is available

one time only at the time of application. This includes persons

oonviOted fraM the old State Programs who were not getting their

benefit payments, as well as new applicants.

The amount of.theadvance,is up to $l00 for an individual
, .

($200 for a couple), but in ncicase more than the amount of the

'first month's benefit payment. The advance is .then subtracted from'

the first month's payment, once the person begins receiving benefits.

'If the person, is found ineligible, he must pay back the advance,

unless he is found ineligible because, of disability.

In order to
A

I must be:

this emergency advance, the claimant

...presumptively t'gible, and

...faced with a financ emergency.-

Presumptively,iiigibie

To be considered presutptiveIy eligible the claiman

applicant-muht:
1

1

...present strong evidence of the elihood of mee
the income and resources, tests of eligibility, cate41\gorical eligibility (age, disdbili or blindness),
or technical eligibility (U.S. resid cy or citizen-
ship, or alien status). [20 t.F.R.154 .520(b) (2)1 --,

-27-
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1

At already discussed, the District Office has responsi-
i .

bility for determining a134..nonmedical eligibility criteria. For

purposes of the. emergency advance, the District office may also

make a tentative medical decision in the folloWing cases:

:..if the Claimant is totally blind;

...if the claimant has tma limbs amputated;

...if the. claimant has a leg amputated at the hip;

...if the claimant is totally deaf.

. with 'such narrowcriteria,it is not sing' that

few diSabled,or blind claimants receive an emergency advance.

If the claimant does not have-one of those disabilities;

but still is in dire need, the District Office flegsthecase and

e

sends it to the State Agency. Basically the flagging means that the

claimant is:

...presumed to have met the other eligibility criteria, and

...is faced with a financi$ emergency.

Th& State Agency is supposed to give priority to those

Faced with a Financial ttergency

The regulations define the term as neariing:

...insufficient income or resources to meet an immediate
threat to health and/or safety, such as a lack of food,
clothing, shelter; or medical care. .

[20 C.F.R. §416.520(b)(3)]

a
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t..

The Claims Manual (S13170) gives some examples:

...eviction fornOn-payment of rent, lack of money for
fuel, immediate need for medical care, and loss of
housing or personal property occasioned by'a
disaster.

This regulation has been so stringently applied that not

'Many emergency advances were being made. Hence oh August.29,A.914,

SSA in Claims Manual Transmittal 'Sheet No. 3345 temporarily'

modifies the financial emergency provision, so'that any claimant

found presumptively eligible for SSIWho expresses an immediate

need for funds can be'given an advance payment without being re-

quired to establish that he is "without money, income or resources."
s.

Advocate Tip

...1n4okm the dient community,aboat the
exiatence oil the emekgency advance;

...RepAeaen4 ctient4 in theik kequatiok
such a payment;

ion the lititt amount

Ja!

-29-.
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42 U.S.C.A. S1383(a) (4) (3)
20 C.F.R. S416.951-3

'\ Presumptive Disability Payment

In addition to,emergency.advance payments, which are made

available to every claimant, the statute provides for full berikfits

toll be paid to:

...art individual applying for'sudh benefits art the basis
of disability for a periOd not exceeding three, months
prior to the determination of such individual's
disability, if such individual is presuartively
abled, Apd is'determined to be otherwise eligible for

, such benefits,

The disabled person must formally meet the non-medical

eligibility criteria,. not just be 'presumptively eligible,as with

the emergency advance.

Although the vast majority of the cases would simply

be flagged as meeting the non-medical eligibility criteria and then

forwarded to the. State Agency, th& District Office can, as with

the emergenby advance, find disability if the claimant has one of

the fdlloWing:

...total deafness;

limbs amputated;

.:.one leg amOutsted-it the hip.

Even if,such a temporary determination is made( the District

Office would immediately forward the case to the State Agency for

forthal determination of disability. The DO would also initiate the' .

I %

three months payment with the Central Office.

o
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The State Agency can itself Initiate xplorati on of

A 9

presumptive disability in the following cases:
. .

.

....Cases that are flaggedAby the DO as meeting the
financial conditions for-emergency-advance payment
(and in which the' DO is unable to make firiding , ,

,,,of presumptive disability).

...Cases where the formal diability decision is
unduly delayed,

...Caset'in'which-medical evidence received duf ing.

the course of development permits the DDU eVolua-
tion team to Make a judgment that the total evi-
dence (though Short of that ,needed for aformal
determination)is sufficient to mice a presumptive
disability debision.

Cases that are fouhd.by the State igendy\to be presumptively°

disabled are handled'as follows:

...Ithe case hasbeen flagged by the DO
the financial conditions, the DOis immee
notified by telephone of the decision
both the emergency advance payment and

thebeginning of benefit payments.

...If the Case has not been.flaggeapfor emergency pay-
Ment, the State Agency-proceeds to initiate payment
of benefits. Completion of formal processing continues.

(SSK,Disability Insurance better No. 111-12; 2- 1 -74]V't

110

ae!meetin4,
4ately

or he makes
p es for

- Haw many people have actually been designated -"presOm.I.-

tively disabled"? In California, out of 55,000 disabled a licants,

only 123 persons'umre so designated.in the first five Monthscof

,operation of the program. Since the crocessing of applications for

disabled poisons takes SO long,'it is unfortunate that this'pro-
.)

vision f the law is-not utilized mote often' by the State .Agencyt

4, ,

40



Advocate Tip

...Inform the client community of the existence
of this, form of early payments;

..:Urge the District Office 'personnel to flag
cases for the State Agenc y;

...Begin to estailish a relationship with the 4

Stale Agency and push for a speeded up
process of determinihg disatility and for 1-

a more "liberal we of the presumptively
disabled provision.

0
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20 C.F.R. 5416.806

Aid Pending for the Aged

It is much easier to prove age, than it is to prove

blindness or disability. However, there will be a few situatidns

in which acceptable proof might be difficult to ascertain. bene-

fits can be paid pending final verification in the following

circumstances:

...Where dccumentary evidence of age recorded at least
3 years before the application is filed, which
reasonably supports an aged-applicant's allegation
as to his age, is submitted, payment of benefits

may be initiated even though additional evidence
of age may be required.
[20 C.F.R. 5416.806]

If the applicant is subsequently_ found to be ineligible, he

is liable for refund of the overpayment of benefits.

Advocate Tip

. .SeCure the necessary documentation;

. .Persuade the DO that the evidence submitted
is sufficient to estallish aid;

...Suggest that if a question still remains,
aid be given pending further documentation.

O

-33
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42 U.S.C.A. S1382c(a) (17 (A)

20 C.F.R. S416.801-6

CHAPTER 5

PPCOF OF ACM

A claimant, if he is neither blind nor disabled,,mutt

prove that he is 65 years of age or older in order to receive SSI.

. The best proof is a public or religious record of

birth recorded before the claimant was 5 years old. If such a

record is not available, usually three other documents, such as

the following, will be acceptable:

...School records
..Census,records

...Bible or other family record

...Church record of baptism or confirmation in
youth or early adult life 4

...Insurance policy

...Marriage .record

. ;..Employment record
Labor record

...Fraternal organization record

...Military record

...Voting record

...Delayed birth certificate

...Birth certificate of applicant's child

...Physician or midwife's record of birth

.:ammigration record

...Naturalization record

...Passport

The general rule for evaluating evidence of age is that the older

the evidence, the better.

A person who is 68 years of age or older can submit

any documentary evidence that is at least three years old, which

supports his allegation as to his age. And of course, anyone who
1

is already receiving SSA benefits or Medicare based on age 65

would automatically be eligible based on age:

-34-
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In the event that SSA considers the proof not convinc-

ing, benefits can be paid pending final verification of age as

already discussed in the previous chapter.

f

Advocate Tip

...Hetp secure the nece4sany-documentation;

iinat not avaitabte, aAgue that
aid 6houtd L5 paid pending that 6inat vela-

-35--
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42 U.S.C.A. S1382c(a) (2)
20 C.F.R. 5416.901(d)

CHAOTER 6

PROOF OF BLXItZJESS

A "grandfathered" claimant is considered blind'if he:

...meets the definition under. a State Plan in effect_
October 1972;

:;..received aid under suchplan in Decerrber 1973; C)

...is continuously blind as so defined.

A new applicant is considered-blind if he:

...has central visual acuity of 20/200 or lest
in the better eye with the use of a correcting
lens. An eye which is aco3npanied by limitatioxf
in the field of vision such that the widest
diameter of the visual field subtends an angle
no -greater than Id degrees. shall be considered
as having central visual acuity of 20/200 or less.

Proof must be pxoVi,ded by a physician skilled in disease

of the eye or an optometrist and should includermiesurerents of N

visual acuity and visual fields. The State,Agency-Disahility

Determination Unit may require additional consultative examinations,

at goverrnerlt en:genes. 'The applicant Trust carply with such reque;ta.

'Ibere is no work capaaity/mployability test, as with

disability. This differs from blindness under OASDI, when such

a test is utilized. Sane DO personnel familiar with the oAsra

definition of blindness, have been known to apply the same test to

-36-
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claimantsunaer SSI. Be particularly alert with claimants who
7.

may be working, Since they could be informally disallowed on

that basis alone.

Advocate Tip

...Securce the,necesz y medicat documentation;

...Watch that SSA d 6 not appty the wo4k test;

...Ili the applicant Zs not eligikte under the
btindnese test f .see the eye pubtem, in
connection with othe4 phoicat and/o4 emationat
ptobtemo, might make him etigibte 04 aid under
the disabiti;ty pkovizionis.

-37--
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42 U.S.C.A. S13829(3)61(4)
20 C.F.R. S416.901-939

CHAPTER 7

PROOF OF DISABILITY

Overview

A "grandfathered" claimant is considered disabled if he:

...-.meets the definition of disability in the State Plan
in effect in October 1972;

...received aid in December 1973 and for at least on
month pridt to July 1973;

...is continuously disabled as defined.

A new applicant is considered disabled if he:*

...is.unable to engage in any substantial gainful,
activity by reason of any medically detenniriable
phygical.or mental impairment;

.4:Which impairment can be expected to last at least
12 months, or to result in death;

.:.or in the case of a child under the age of 18,
if he suffer* from any medically determinable
physical or mental impairment of comparable
severity.

P

This Chapter is only concerned about the definition of

disability for new applicants. Note that it is, identical fo the

definition used/4n Disability Insurance under OASDI. Proof is

difficult, because of the vague and subjective/wording of both

the Statute and the regulations. 'Generally the agency inter-

pretation in Disability Insurance has been harrow and restrictive,

-38-
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as spelled out by the ,Disability Insurance Letters (DILS), which

are issued by the Social Security Administration for the guidance

of the State Agency-gm. The general philbsophy seems to be

"when in doubt, defty.". * .Ebr-example, in 'the year 1972, only

43% of the applications for Disability Insurance, benefits were

allowed. This seems close to the figure, secured informally for

the first five months of operation of the SSI program in

' California.' Out of 53,974 applications for SSI disability

benefits, 23,085 were allowed, approximately a 45% allowance

rate.
J

The experience of appeals from decisibns on Disability

Insuranceseems to indicate that the interpretation is perhaps

too n raw, since in 1972 about 50% of the disability cases

that rear ed.the hearing level were reversed.

till the problem remains of trying to present the best

q

possible proo at the'earliest stage of the process,'preferably

at the timeof application and preferably with the help of an

advocate. Obviously if the claimant loses at any stag resort

\
should be Made4to the appropriate level of the adminiStrative

0

appeals process. (Secapter 14)

*For an analysis of the way disabillity claims under OASDI are
handled, see Social, Security Disability and Mass Justice, by
Robert G. Dixon, Jr., Praeger Publishers, c. 1973.:

-39=7\
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There are basically two tests which mist be passed .in

order to be benefits:

...a ical test;

...a . k capacity/employability\test.

Before

is important to

activity".

the evidence required for each test, it

erstand the relevance of "substantial gainful_:

Advocate Tip

...Fox help in pxo ng diAabitity, get the
Handbook "Rephe4 ntatton 'at a Social Sectuaty

. Heaxirig: ,Focus n DiAabitity" and accompany-
ing iitm room e_Nationat Paxategat Inatitute,
2000 P Stuet N.W.,' 6th Ftook, Wa4hington, V.C.
20036.
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Substantial Gainful Activity (SGA)

.

Earnings, either at the application stage or later, raise

the question as to whether the,claimantis engaged in substantial

gainful activity., As airFady rioted on page 221. if the claimant
,

is making over $200 a month, the chances are high that. such an'
....... 1

.

application will be ihfornially disallpwed at the Distadt Office
- ,

level. Keep in mind that Ebe'work'does not have to be furl-time.
. ,,.

.,

AlthOugh a number of criteria are supposedlytoe 16oked'at ib
,;,

. f
evaluating earnings, the regulations state clearly that the amount

of money e(irne is
..

thelmost ippbrtant one, as follows: ,

,

.earnings ata month1S, rate' in excess of $200
would be proof that an individual' can engage 1

'in substantial gainful activity, Mess there
is proof to the .,contrary;

...earnings at a monthly rate between $130 and $200
would be evaluated "together with other factors,
such As his medical impairment, work history, etc.;

...earnings at a monthly rate below $130 would not
be proof thatIndndividual can. engage in stib-
stantiplgainful activity. ,

a r20 C.F.R. §416.934)
,

One =option to the rule would be in the cape of .subsidized

employment. The post bbvious examplevis a sheltered workshop sPta-
o

tion. Anothermpluld'be a situation where there is a discre6incy

between the value of the services and the amount of the pay, or

(Q,
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where's individual mast g

otheis in gibing` his wo.rk.

'extra:al:Unary amount of help fram -

(1Ceep in ndixl that even if a claimant

tiai, his performance, could beis in'. a. sheltered works/1w s

evaluated and if it catpares

ccitparable,.oork in the catriality

-disabled.)

ly Well to other's ClOing

he wild still be declared not-

4.

Another exception might, be i'claimant it/110 IS working

against cbctor's advice-or with extreme pain. lI t posaibility

should be explored With. the clainant.

_ An 1.ternative- to kin ding- a, claimant involved in SGA,

is to allow a Trial hbrk Period (tiV) . This is al-lowed in cases

,where the disab.j ilitY'remains the same, with littl,hOpe for

inprovement, but. the claimant wants .to gc; \ to work . To emourage

such activity the T' is allowed.. 'the claimant has an opportunity

to see if .he Can sustain .activity for up to a 9 month period..

ff he is able to 10 the end of that time he is given the

. usual 1 months termination period-. According to the regulaticns ,

'MP can begin as of the mite of filing an application; in 'et'

'actuality, if a person makes over $200 it is certain he would not

be granted a 'MP. If a ,person makes $130 to $200, a case should
,

be Wade for a 'IS4iz-;-; if benefits are denied because of SGA. Once

-42=
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I

a person is receiving benefits; and wants tio'try irking, it

would be well to have official sanction for a Trial\ Work Period,

rather than report the return to work later, and risk being

terminated for substantial gainful activity.

Advocate Tip '

...Insiat that an appticaiicin be .04matty made,
40 at to optect appeat 'Lights;

investigate -the possibiLity o 5 milmidized
empeoyment;

...invet.i.igate the po44ibiti,ty that ctaimant

i4 wonking against doctoes akdeu on under
extreme pain;

...argue that a.TAiat Woniz Period shodtd be allowed;

...initiate dppeat pucedune i6 claimant denied.

-43-
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meet as:

42 U.S.C.A. S1382c(a)(3)(A)&(C)
20 C.F.R. S416.901-931

Medical Test

The claimant must prove that he has:

...a med.cally determinable physical or mental im-
pa t which can be expected to result in death
or Ch hps lasted or can be expected tolast
for A continuous period of not less than twelve
months (or in the case of a Child under the age
of 18 if he suffers from a_medically determinable
physical or mental impairment of comparable
se1erity).

The statute goes on to define .physical or mental impair-
/

...an impairment which results tram anatomical,
physiological or psychological abnormalities
which are demonstrable by medically acceptable
clinical and laboratory diagnostic techniques.

The Social Security Administration has attempted to intro-

duce a measure of objectivity into this test by publishing a Listing

of Impairments. If a claimant has one of those impairments to the

escribed in the\listing,. he is not only considered to have

met the e 'cal test, but also the work-capacity test.

degree

tClaimants who_have an impairment or impairments the

/

equivalent\in, severity and duration to a listed impairment also

are autamatiCally eligible. This includes children under the age

of 18 who meet the durational requirement and are determined, with

appropriate consideration of the particular effect of disease

processes!in childhood, to have the medical equivalent of a listed

irrpainnent.
-44--
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The rest of the claimants fall into the category that

is less precise. Although their impairments might not be as

severe as those listed or the equivalent, still it is enough,

when -finsidering other factors, to p t them from engaging

in substantial gainful activity. t is those persons that must

alsopass the work capacity test discussed in the next section.

Regardless of the degree of impairment, all claimants

must have a medicai iffkoairment, which is medically determinable,

severe, and expected to end in death or last at least 12 months.

The minimumrequiremeht in terms of medical evidence is:
0

...a report signed by a duly licensed nhysician; or

copy of. or abstract from, the medical ,reCords of
....of a hospital,:...or other public or mivate
agency; or

...other medical reports, such as labDratory findings, etc.

[20 C.F.R. §416.924]

The medical evidence neededincl .-s signs, symptoms,

and laboratory findings, described as follows:

... "Symptoms" are the claimant's own de
physical-or mental impairment;

r4Iption of his

..."Signs" are anatomical, physiological or p6 logical
abnormalities which are demonstrable by medical
acceptable clinical and diagnostic techniques;

...laboratory findings are manifestations of anatomical
physiological, or psychological phenomena which are
demonstrable by the use of medically acceptable
laboratory diagnostic techniques.

[20 C.F.R. S416.906]

-45-
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The regulations expand on what is'needecl in the reports,

as follqws:
4

...shall also describe the individual's capacity to
perform significant, functions, such as the capa-
city to sit, stand, -or move about, travel, handle
objects, hear or speak, and

...in cases of mental 411pairment, the ability to
reason or to make occupational, personal, or
.social adjustments...

- [20 C.F.R. 541,6.924]

It is important to remember that a claimant might not

have brie impairment which is disabling, b have several, which

together, are considered disabling. Thus it is extremely imnor-
,

tant to thoroug e c aimant's medical hiStory, and..._

make sure that specialists in 'each area of impairment make a report.

One impairment that iS often overlooked by claimants,

physicians and advocates,"is impairment due to psychological problems.

Claimants sometimes have long-standing psychiatric problems which

in fact have created job problems, but have never been treated. In

addition, it is not uncommon for a person to react with emotional

problems to the coMbined stress of a physical disability, loss of

work, and no income.

Another aspect which is often overlooked, but has been

considered favorably by the courts, is the subjective feeling of

Fain. Thus it is important to explore the extent, frequency, and

depth of the pain experienced by the claimant, when at rest and

when engaged in activities.

--46-
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Obviously the physicians reports must be very thorough.

Both physicians and adVocates,should be familiar with the official

Listing of Impairments, and whenever possible, the claimant's

impairment(s) should be fitted into that ifisting or be declared

its equivalent. And of course, the reports shOuld encompass all

of the. information outlined in the regulations.

Since the claimant is not seen-by the State Agency team,

evezy effort should be-made to personalize the claimant in the

reports. In-addition i oes use impressions

gathered by the District Office in their initial interview with

the claimant. It is important that the claimant and the advocate

both have contact with the Claims Representative in order to

reinfoibe the seriousness of claimant's impairments.

It is estimated that about one -third of the reversals

made at the first appeals level (reconsideration). occur because

of additional and much more adequate medical reports. Updating

of medicals is extremely important, since the claimant's physical/

mental impairment might have deteriorated.

-47-
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Advocate Tip:,

lutt medicatrhistoky ihOm the a plicant;
took ceqelutty 6ok evidence oiimp enta othek
than the onea iikat mentidned by the applicant.

...Secake all medicat documentz (6kom ho 4 pktats,
physicians, and pkivate agencieA) tha. ate in
existence.

t

...Study the appticant'A medicat hiztok
az the Aap o I.e. ottand'A

ed Medcat Victionaky OA the Mekck
WiRat o6 Diagnoais andTheupy 40 aA, to have.
a betteic gkasp o6 app&cant'4 medical .,
pkobtems.

,
...AkAange 6ok additionat med4cat examinations

...i6 claimant haa not had o41. veky-klecentty;

...i6 medieat Z.ituation haa changed;

...i6 he has not had a specialist e e him.

...MaheAuke alt the medicat hepokla in de:
...ctinicat and diagnostic iindings, cot only

medical conctuzions;

...inioAmtion'az to the existence oi the
impaikment, pkobabty dukation, the
sevekity oi the impaikment in lunCtionat
ehlita;

...the pkognoi.lz b6 the impaikment; bon ex-
ample, iA detekiokation occukking;

...the .type ,06 medication the apptic f4
taking, the e66ect4 Lt might-have on hL
6unclioning, a4 well as the e66ect6 .and
poAsibte dangtAa\o6 °the& pn.opo&ed
oi tkeatment.

...Secuke atatement ikom neighboka, ikienda, and
6amity aA well a.a the applicant himset6 about
k.L6 evekyday 6unctioning.

Thy to,have Aome impact on what L wtitten
by the NAtkiet 066ice peuonnet and 60nuAded
to the State Agency

-48--
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42 0382c(a)(3)(n)
20 C.F.P. f416.902(b). (f)

1:416.932-7

Work c,-Tacity. Test

Claimant must not. be able tri do:.

...any previous.vorkhe may have d

...work commensurate with any such: previous work, in
the amount ..of earnings and utilization of capa- '

.

cities; and

cannot, considering-his age, education, and work
experience, engage` irc any other kind Of substantial
gainful work which exists in the national economy.

Three ,groups of claimants are presuMed to have met the volt

Capacity test because they have met the medical test:'

...those who haVe a listed impairment;

.:.those who have the equivalent of a listed impairment;

...children under the age of 18.

Other claimants are denied benefits at the end of the medical test,

without recourse-to-the--wak da-pacity test, because their impair-

,

ment is slight. The remaining, probabfy about half of the claimants:

. 'do have impairments which aresubstantlal, but notrsufficient. Lo

. fall into the "automatically eligible" group. Instead their im-

pairment must be related to their work capacity. It is this

groupthatds.most likely to need an advocate's help, and it is also

this group of claimants that appears a,the administrative hearing

level of.the appeals process:

-49-
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It might be useful to look at the asnects to the

work capacity or employability test and the, me fr-requifiEd for

o.
...unable'to-dorprevious work or simi1r work;' and

....unable to do any other work.

,Unable to do previous work.

Tniscis the easiest and most objective plant of he test.

In 4orderbto vrove'that claimaht.is enable to do hiS previoys
/

work, it is important to understand thoroughly whatjob skills

were necessary to perform that Work and to relate thel functional'

-impairments to those job skills. Usually if one can\prove that

the claimant cannot do his previous work, it is fairly easy to
7

prove that he cannot do an equivalent job, since the skills

required would be similar.

to..a.o-any*work.
1

It IS obviously difficult to proveethat a perSon cannot

do any kind of work. Proof is even more diffi ult'becallse-of

language in the statute as follows:

..'.1regardiess of whether such work exists in t14
immediate area iniahich-he lives, or whethera
specific job vacancy exists for him, or whether
he would be hired if he applied for work. <

4

a real one for the claimant.

Thus it, becomes a hynothetical.situation, rather than

-50-
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The most useful ,phrase in the statute, as far as

claimants are concerned, is the one considering his aae, edu-
.

'cation.and work experience; As a matter of fact, SSA has ,

spelled out in the reaulaions the-kind of person that would

most nearly,fit that phrase, -as follows:

.."where an indiVidual with a harginal'ed6cation /

and long work experience (example, 30 to 40 yeai-s)

limited to the performance of arduous unskilled' -

physical labor, is not working and is no longer

able to perform'such labor because of a signi-/
ficant impairment or impairments and consider!' _
ing his age, education, and vocational ;oackground
is unable to engage in lighter work, such indi-
vidual may be found to be under a disability."

[20 C.F.R. §416.902(c)]

It is estimated that probably 15-20.per cent of the ,

claimants could be made eligible under that regulation. Obviously

it is one that'advocates should study most carefully, to see if

clients might fit that description.

If the claimant does not fit that description, then

other avenues must be explored. One of the most fruitful is the

psychological reaction of the claimant, both to his impairment and

to his capacity for work. It is the intangibles o' motivation and

hope that make the difference between a person who is able to be

employed again and one who is not. The advocate should attempt to

get psychological testing and/or evaluation of theiclaimant as part'

of the process.

-51-
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Another possibility is to get aneyaluation,at Vocational

'Rehabilitation seiices for the clairmlAlthough technically

Vocational Rehabilitation services'are available for each disabled

applicant, it is we

services those with

the lowest element

11 known that that agency only accepts for

the highest motivation and those who present
(.

of. risk. Thus chalices would be good that'the

claimant would be rejected for those training and rehabilitation

services.

It should be, noted that legally the Social Security

Administration has the burden of proof in terms of proving that

alclaiman can work at another jO116-"However, that proof is

usually net by listing three.jobs taken from the Dictionary of

Occupational Titles (DOT)%41ich the Claimant supposedly can do.

The burden then rests on the claimant to prove be cannot do those

jobs.', Thus it is'important for an ,advOcate, to be familiar with
- ,

the DOT, so that when a job is listed .he can check the job con-

tent and be in a bette?position'to prove claimant cannot` do the

job.

Another tack for an advocate when confronted with a jab

listing is to take advantage of the regulation that states:

...isolated. jobs of a type that exist only in very
limited numbers or in relatively few geographic
locations shall not be considered to be work
which exists in the national economy.

(20 §416.902(b)]
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Note that an argument which is not viables thatd the
i

applicant has tried to get a job and there aren't any available--

1

this is not an unemployment program: 4''
.

, If SSA does come up with a jab., that claimant might be
\

able to do, an advocate should argue that nothing in the work\

A ' .

-r

experience or training of theclaimant would show that he is \

capable of performing those tasks and that he should at least be\

iallcwed a period for train* or a Trial Work Period.

Advocate Tip'

.*.SecOte a liug woida hiStoty 6hom.daimant inctuding:
...the diiiekent typeh oi loba hea
...how tong etaimant has woAked at each type of job;
...whethett the joba were akitted, unakitted on

semi-shitted;
...the amount of phoicat and/oA mentat exation

-involved in actually pert4oAming each type of wohh;

...Know ctaimailt'a education and trtaining;

...Retate impairments to afatis Aequitted in job;

Be iamitiatt with the DOT (Dictionatty of Occupational
Titte4) Atised-byq$SA.

v
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CHAPTER 8 THE IM \CT OF MARITAL STATUS
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The Disadvantage of eing Married 54
Who. is Considered Ma tied

I 55
How to Terminate Ma riage 56
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ClIAPI'ER 8

to

42 U.S.C.A. 51382c(b), (C),(d),(f)
20 C.F.R. S416.1001759

THE iML?ACI' STATUS

Overview

0

The determination_ of Marital status is made vexy early in

the application process. As a1iatter of fact, the determination is

'made before the claimant is given'an application, form, since there

, )

is a different form for individuals, couples, etc. Once that

determination is made, whenever the word "spoUse" (or couple) is

used, iemeans someone who is considered married by SSA standards.

The Disadvantage of Being Married

Tbbe considered married for ses of SSI is definitely

a disadvantage. To cite two examples of haw adults are affected:

...Two eligible individuals living together cane
receive. $292 per month:. whereas an eligible couple
receives $219;

...TWo eligible individuals ban have total countable
resources up to $3000; whereas an eligible couple

-can only have '$2250.

In addition, any person designated ahla child loses that desigiia-

tion, because the definition of a child is an individual who is:

...neither Married nor the head of a household; and

...under the age of 18 or under the age'Of 22.and a
student.

With the loss of child status, special exclusions are lost:

...exclusion of earned incase Within prescribed limits:

..:exclusion of one-third of any p4yment received from
an absent parent.

.
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Who is Considered Married

The following people are "considered harried:

0 ,

...A couple ceremonially married;

.:.A couple legally married instates which recognize
bon7ceravonial common law marriages

...A couple determined to be married for purposes of
Social SeOurity OASDI benefits;

...A.couple found "holding themselves out" to the
community as.rtusband and wife.

It is obviously the lait categolYthat is the sticky one.

The regulations require that thetapplicant shall be asked if i,

-..he i living in the same household with any un7,
related person of the opposite sex andwhether
the applicant and such other person are holding
themselives out in the' community in which they
reside as husband and wife.

[2.67C.F.R. 5416.1020] .

If the answer is "yes", 'that s temnt isttakbn at face value,

O

since, as' the Han book (S5500) points out, it is clearly to the

'applidanes'monetary disadvantage to answer :"yes "; therefore he

must be telling the truth. However, if the applicant should say

"no", the DO is'directed to try to establish'a couple r9lationship

through asking a series of questidn's as follows: '

...By what naffies are the parties knoWilv

"...lbw do the parties introduce each other to others;

...How is mail address6d to the parties;

-55-
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...Do any deeds, installment contracts, tax returns,
or other papers show then as husband and wife;.

...If the home or apartment which they reside is
rented or owned by one of them, and what names
are shown on he deed or the lease

[20 C.F.R. S416.1035(b) (i)]

The Handbodk (S5520 (C)) .lists other possibilities for

proving a marital relationship, some of which are:

...Listings in a city directorY as hudband and wife;

...Joint business dealings;

...insurance policies identifying one as the spouse of
. the other;

...Church.records;

...Employment:records;

...Birth certificates flin children;

...Bank accounts;

...Wills.

Concerning how such aiowers will be weighed, the regula-

tions virtually mandate arbitrary treatment of applicants:

...inless the information supplied in response to
the foregoing items satisfactorily establishes
that the parties are not holding themselves out
to the community in which they reside as husband
and wife, they shall be considered husband and
wife.

[20 C.F.R. S416.1035(b)(2)]

I

How to Terminate Marriage

Fr SSA to consider a'marriage at an end, there must be

a death, a divorce, an annulment, or d'separation of at least six

months.
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It iS*the separation of at least six months that creates

the most prabl?m for claimants. Until the six months period i!

i

up, claimants 1 e treated as if they/are still living tOgeth4.,

/
althou(Al they

1

e not getting the benefits of shared s.

The situation Is further complica _by a series of rules tilat
,

1

,

have been established covering posSible multiple spouse situa-

tions,

/

.as folijost. /

,

/

1

..-41e person fran wh the applicant most recently
Separated is consi4red the spouse in any one

tnth, unless cl t states intent to resume

living with anoth person, in which case that
1

person would be co idered the spouse;
:

person

...If a claimant se ates fran a spouse, and be-
fore the six-month period is over, lives in a
holding out situat on with another perso?,
spouse No. 1 is no considered married and gets

treated as an elig. le individual. The claimant

and spouse No. 2 ar then treated as a couple.

;

Advocate Tip

.16 a ctient comes .to u be4ohe making' an initiat

*tact with the Vis1xk.t 066ice, and/he may' be
in a "hotding out" sitA Icon, he hhoutd be eate-
4utty advised about the conhequenceh 164 hi,6-answAs
to' "hotding out" questio.. In addition, since .

th test is 4texibte and subjective, ''-e may be

po sibte to-advise .the 'env to change the way

he and his companion cond ct theik aiKaixh, ho
a4 ,to avoid a finding .tha they ahe'"hotdino out."
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22 IJ.S.C.A. 51382(a)(1)(1) ,

0382(a)(2)(79, W82(h),
§1382a

20 C.F.R. 5416.1101-80 1,

C.M. §12300-12429

CHAPTER q

TM INCOME TEST

Overview

A "grandfathered" blind claimant an use the more

liberal income limit in the State Plan of October,

1972, provided he:

...received aid in DeceMber 1973;in that State;

...has contin6ously resided in that State;

...has been eligible_oontinuously-,76FTheen
___--------ineliiale for periods of not more than

six months.

Knew claimant or h "grandfathered" aged or di °sabled

claimant must use the income test InIthe SSI program.

The over-all limitation on countable; ncane is:
, .

...$458 per quarter foan

....$657 per quarter for an eligible couple.

24.

Income is crucial in determining eligibility. It is also

the key to determining hoWmuch the claimant will get when he is

finally eligible. This Chapter will focus on how income is tteated
Is

under the SSI program. Chapter 12 will show haw a benefit payment

is determined, using the information provided in this Chapter. .
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Income is defined as things bf value which an individual

or ample receive during a calendar quarter. Since resources are

also things of value, they must be distinguished from income:

...an asset on hand at the beginning of a calendar
;quarter is a resource;

O

./-an asset received during dcalendaimarter is
income.

As part of the "means test," all incoe
`

must be scruti-

nized however, not all income is counted. The formula is:

untable Income: _All Income - Income Exclusions

Income of an eligible individual includes, not only his,

awn income, but also:

. ...If an,adult, all income of his eligible spoude or
part of the income of his ineligible, spouse
(deared)moone);

...Ifea child, part of the income of his parent (and
the spouse of his parent) Weaned income).

420 C.F.R. S416.1101(a)1

The term "income" does not include:

...supplemen nadical insurance premiums which 'is
paid by a third-party insurer on behalf.of a Claimant;

medical services which are paid for by a third party;

...social services furnished an individual by a govern-
mental or private agency; 4

.4*
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..inclome'tgic refund, irsuth taxes were previously
included as.incowg.

...oath received from the salsof a resource as
defined in the Act (it remains a resource).

[20C.F,R,..016.1105-15]

The rest of the Chapter will be focussed on examining

detail certain topics:

...Earned Income

....Unearned Income

...Major Income Exclusions '

......Deemed Income

-60-
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§416.1.12(0))

c .512315721331

Earned Income

It is important, whenever possible, that income be con-.

sidered earned as contrasted with unearned, because of.the greater

income exclusions fdt earned

of rewarding people for working.

part of the.philosophy

Earned income includes wages, net earnings from self-

./

employment, and in certain cases, income from rentals.

Wages

[CA. 12316]

Wages include all remuneration from employment, not just

t amount.of money that the claimant receives. Thus it includes

deductions such as incase tax, the employee's share of F.I.C.A.,

health insurancevetc. It does not include:c

....cash tire of less thari $20 per month, payMents
' , made from retirement, sickness ail similar funds --

theserare unearned income when received;

...contributions by an empl er into a health insurance
or retirement.fund for us employees and his share
of any, F.I.C.A. or unemployment oompensayi.on tax
payments--these are not wages and are not SSI in-
come

t
because the are not available to the claimant.

JC.M. §12303]
0

Wages are considered income in the quarter they are received,

-a<ceptionr if payment is deferred at the request of the.employee;
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and the deferment would result in either: 1) eligibility, or

2) an increase in benefit payment of more than $10, the wages are

allocated according to when_the "4shotrl-

ti

Documentation required is usually paycheck 'stubs or a
%

-
,written statement froM the employer. Evidence is pot necessary if

the claimant is'anOASDI claimant', and the information given for

both programs is consistent:.

Authorization for contacting an outside source of infor-

mation is required from the If the claimant refuses,

the claim is denied. Once eligibility'begins, SSA ccmiter records

of earnings and benefits' ( DA= and Railroad Retirement Board)

and Internal Revenue Service records are periodically compared to

SSI program records. [C.f.i. S12301(b)]

.Net Earnings from Self-Employment

[C.MAS.12319-12331]

The rules governing net earnings are similar to those in

OASDI, except for the gross income limitation of SSI. Usually

the net ret,rn is the basis for eligibility', but if the gross

income is above a prescribed limit, claimant could be ineligible

.

, on that'hasis. Those prescribed limits are being established

for classes of business. Until these limits are set, SSA will

make decisions on a case-by-case basis [C.M. §12325].
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_______________ The usual documentation needed to estakplish a projected

3

income is the income tax return filed for the previous year, and'

current records kept in the regular course of business. If .-

.'claimant thinks the projected income will be substantially less

Than the records indicate, good cause for such a belief must be

shcw.n.

'Once earnings are projected for the year, an average
`

is taken, and a quarterly projection of earnings is made. If

there is gross variation from 'the estimate, claimant must report

such change to the D.O.

Earnings from Rent

Incolve from rentals,is usually considered unearned .

income. However, it is considered earneeincome if one of the

following. situations occur:

...a self - employed real'estate dealer receives rent

from property he is holding for sale;

...a self-employed farmer materially participates in
the production-management of comMbdities on his
land and receives rent from tenants;

...a self-employed householder rents roans or apart-
ments in his home and p&vides hotel-type services
to his tenants.

Note that in each of these situations, the person is per-

forming a service as well as receiving rent.

-63--
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20 C.F.R. 5416.1120-1138
C.M. S12335-12357

Unearned Imam

Unearned income is all income (cash or in-kind)that is

not considered earned.

Crdinary and necessary expenses incurred in getting the

income can be subtracted from it. For example, if a claimant gets

a settlement fram an auta, accident, the necessary legal, medical,

and other expenses are deducted, and the balance is considered

unearned inane.

The different kinds of unearned income will be discussed

below. 'Although deemed income is also unearned income, because of

its oomplexity it will be discussed in a separate section beginning

on page 78.

Periodic Payments

[C.M. SS12341-47]

The most common unearned income would be social security

benefits, that is, OASDI. Note_that premiums-deducted for the

optional Supplemental Medical Insurance up r Medicare would be

counted as unearned inane. Other periodiC payment benefits would

!loe annuities, veterans compensation and pension, workmen's compen-4

sation payments; railroad retirement benefits, unemployment cam-

pensation, private pension and,disability plans.
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.Proceed.7 of a Life Insurance Policy.

512348]

All of the rdceeds over-$1500 are counted as unearned

income. The,amount er $1500 will only be counted after
,

,deducting costs of the.insurea's last illness and burial expenses.

Gifts

40.M. S12349]

A gift, can be in cash or in kind. If in kind, its fair

1

market value must be idetermined. ,If t is given on a regul.ar,

frequent' basis, it would probably be considered income. If given

p
,

. for special occasions, birthdays, and anniversaries, it could"
d

4

fall under the income exclusion iprovision,for infrequent or

irregular income (See. page 72). 4

A ,2

Support and Alimony Payments
1

[C S12349.11 .

. Support means regular and/or subaantiali55kabUtiOns

cash or kind which provide for same or all of the individual's

usual needs Alimony is the allowance madeby a court to a spouse

in connection with a divorce action. The legal agreement in itself

is not enough; there must be proof that actual payment is received.

./-65-
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-Inheritance

[C.M. 512349.2)

Inheritande means cash, othei liquid assets, or any right

-perscnaror real property of the deceasdd to which one succeeds

in ownership as a result of the death of another. The inheritance

is hot counted as incomeuntil it becomes available for support.

4

Support and Maintenance Furnisfied'in Cash or in Mind

IC.24. S12349.31

Supportand maintenance are deteimined differently,

the living situatico of claimant. If claimant is

lared to be "livingiitthe hoa seholq. of another', the bene-
p

'fit payment level is reduced 1/3, instead of considering'such

con ibutiong to be unearned inoame.'See page 128) However, if
/

i\onl scuelsupport and some maintenance, or ,either support

maintenance are pr.wided, thAn the fair market value is deter -*-

manned and that sum is considered unearned inccrne.0

'If it is difficult to determine fair market value, SSA

provides a chart for determining th value, for example: per month,

shelter. only is $20 for an individual, $30 for a couple; food

(3 meals] is $30 for an individual' $60 for a couple.

I

r

Prizes ana'AWards

I fl

(C.M. 512349.4)

All prizes and awards are generally unearned

I



e.

If it is not in cash,/ihe.fair market a1ie must be considered.
\

Note: it could be considered an infrequent or irregular payment 1

and excluded frcm\inocue (see page 72)

Rents

, [.7.1M. 512349.5] ..
\,

,

Rental inane that is not earned income (see page63).

is unearned income. Personal expenses (out-of-pocket) ocan be

deducted from the unearned rental income.

Dividends and Interest

[c.m. S12349.6].

Dividends and interest are unearned incane..at the time

they become available to an individual, whether or,not.they ae

actually received.
.4%

Royalties

(C.M. S12349.7]

Royalties are payments to be holder Of a patent

copyright.' They are unearned., income, unless part'of a ,roYaty-

related trade or business.

Work - Related Unearned Income

(C;i4. S12349,i8].

These payments represent'_ reimbursement for services

-67-
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.-1 ,-

.
rendered Which are- not considered' earnings. For example, pay-

.
.

meats inakind to a domestic employee, tips under $20 a month;

agricultural wages in kind; jury fees.

/

o

.
1

L

I

O
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The two major income excluSiont-afe-f-
.

20 C.F.R. 5416.1115-1185
C.14: S512360-12385

The firat,$60 per quarter Tile `first $195 per quarter

of anxinccme, except in- plus 1/2 the remainder'of

come based on need. earned income.

The chirt below lists all the exclusions, which are

applied in the order listed, to the advantage of the claimant:

...Refund of property or Food Taxes

...AssistEased cc teed

....Tuition and Fee Amounts of Grants, Scholarship
and Fellowships c'

...Home Produce for Personal"Consumption

%..Infrequent or Irregularly Received Income
-.460 per calendar quarter of unearned
...$30 per calendar quarter of earned

...Amounts received for'providing foster care

...1/3 Child Support payments from an Absent Parent

....Student Child"Farnings

...$60 per calendar quarter of aye income (except
income based on need)

per.calendarqparter plus 1/2 the remainder
1 of earned income

...Blind only, Work Expenses

...Amount Per Plan for Self Support of Blind or Disabled

.Other; For- .r Grandparent or RSVPJ1709nins-

r

-69-
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The rest of this section is devoted

Of each exclusion.

I Refund of Property Food Taxes

[

[Cal. 5123611'i

Refunds fran any public .,2ncy as a retu, or refund of

taxes paid on real property or on food purchased is -xcluded fran

income. Proof would be an official statement; if none available,

DO must contact the State or local taxing authority for verifica-
1

1

tion.

I Assistance Based on.Need

[C.1. S12364]

Assistance based on need must be distinguished from income

a briefsummary

based on need.

Assistance based on need is regular payments to indivi-

duals by a State or local governMent (including Indian Ttkibes)

in/supplementation of SSI payments. The entire payment is ex-

cluded from counting\as income. Proof would be an offici41 state-

ment, if the payment ,is .not administre' by SSA; if not available,

a telephone contact to the State or local agency is sufficient.

Inane based on need is regular payments to individuals

in need by the Federal government, such as Veterans Pension Pay-
,

-70-
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ments, Cuban Refugee payments, BIA general assistance, or by

private agencies, such as the Salvation Army, United JeWish Appeal,

Catholic Charities. No part of these payments is excluded, but

instead are subtracted dollar for-dollar A-cm the benefit pant _

level.

Tuition and Fee Amouhts of
Grants, Scholarships and Fellowships__

[C.14.1. S12363)'

Only the tuition ancifee portions of grants, scholar-,

thips and fellowships are excluded. any. portion which is used .for

general living purposes is not exCluded. Any'pOrtion which includes

payment for services to any past, present or future employer is not

excluded, for example, members of the Armed Forces, work-study

students. The educational institution itself will be asked to

state the amount of the tuition and fee.

Home Produce for Personal Consumption

[CAM. S12366]

The term hare produce has .reference tofarm and garden,

produce, e.g. vegetables, fruit, dairy products, etc. If it's

used for hare consumption, or traded for home consumption, it is

excluded. Even if some produce is sold for cash, it is not counted

if tfie major portion of which is grown is personally consumed.
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However, if the claimant is engaged in a oammercial fanning opera-'

tion, then earned income from self-- employment must be considered.

Infrequent or Irregular Income

[C.M. §12367]

Infrequent ok irregular income is excluded from considera-

tion if the total does not exceed $30 earned or $60 unearned per

quarter. Note: this total is the same for a couple as for an

individual. InCame is termed infrequent if it is received less

often thazi twice a quarter.

Income is termed irregular if, o is unpredictable so

it cannot be counted upon or budgeted for.

Claimants can work sporadically and Can occasionally

receive a gift without loing SSI payment or having payment

reduced.

a

Payments for Providing Foster Care

[C.M. §12369]

Payments to an eligibleindividdal for a child placed

o
?

in his home by a public or priVate non-profit child paacement_ageney-----------
, ------

are_excluded-from-obitsideration as income.

If the child is a claimant, payments to his foster parents

for his support and care are unearned income to the child. They

are not' income to the foster parent.
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One-Third of Child Supnort Payments

§12371]

Aneligible child who; receives support Payments (or in-,

. kind contribution) fran an absent parent is allowed to exclude fran

consideration as income one-third of the payment. Note that the

$60 any income exclusion can.b6 applied to the remainder. The

other two-thirds is considered unearned income.
ti /

Irregular payments in the nature of an occasional gift

- or donation not exceeding $60 in any quarter maybe totally ex-.
4

cluded under the provision relating to infrequent or irregular

income, since this is more.favorable.

Student iild ,Earnings

[C.M. §12372]

To.qualify'for the student child earnings exclusion, the

individual must be:

Child under age 22, neifitfler married nor

oiaT

...a student roliblarly attending school designed

,
to prepare,hiM for gainful employment.-

The amount of tie exclusion is $1,200.in a calendar quarter

an overall limit of $1,620 per calendar year.

-73-
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$60 Per Quarter of Any Income
'

This exclusion, $60__a calendar quarter or $20 a month,
[

aPplies to any type income (earned or ,unearned), eicept income

based on need. (See page 70 for a diScussion of income based on

need.) Note:. the $60 total is the same for a couple as for

an individual. 1

I-'ThP $60 per quarter excluiion is applied as follows:

...If there-is-parned income only, apply the entire
amount to that income;

...If there is unearned income only, apply the
entire amount to that income;

...If there is both earned and unearned income,
'apply first toward the unearned 'income; any
amount remaining is then applied to the earned
ixxxbime.

Earned Income Elusion

[7.A. S12374]

! ,

The inhume exclusion of $195 a quarter ($65 a month)

plus qne-half of the remainingiinoome, is,applied only to an

eligible individual's . The dollar amount of tt.,0

exclusion is not inc whembhih an eligible individual and

his eligible spouse have earned income. The amount fidr the

period of the quarter applies whether one or more than one member,.

has earned inhale,

I.
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Wbrk Expenses of the Blind

*[C.M. S12375]

i

Ordinary and'necessary expenses reasonably attributable

to the earning of income are excluded from consideration as

incase. If an indiy'idual has a spouse eligible c'rithe basis

of blindness, both are eligible'for this income exclusiOn.'

Prior approval of work expenses is needed. The actual

amount excluded is the amount that is finally expended for the

work expense. Records of expenses must be kept.
ti

Note: A "grandfathered" blind recipient may still

remain eligible fQ,r work expecise exclusions permitted under the

old State Plan.
A

Amount for Self Support of Blind-or Disabled

(Cal. '512378]

Income, whether earned or unearned, of a blind or"
4

disabled recipient, may be excluded if such income is needed to

fulfill a plan designed to achieve self-supp&L.. Conditions

for application of this exclusion are;
$

...the individual's plan must be approved;

...the plan must contain specific savings, goals
and/or planned disbursements of funds for the
designated objective, and the period for

5



. I

Tj.7the-irlan must provide for the identification
and iegregatiOn of the money and coods,heing
accumulated and conserved, if any;

...the plan must be cuent;

.the individual must be performing in accordance
with the plan;

.:.there can be no changes in the plan without
prior approval.

The maximum time period for a plan IA usually _18 months;

-under certain conditions it can be extended another 18 months.

Note: A "grandfathered! blind'or disabled recipient

who is conserving income and resources under an old State Plan

'can continue under that Plan, subject to the time limitations in

that plan, and not to exceed the time limits noted above.

If a plan is abandoned, or fails for any reason and

is not replace4 by another plan, the conserved funds become

countable resources available for the individual's support, if

carried over frolth.a previous quarter. A current determinAion of

countable income and! resources must then be made. .

Other Income EXclusion

Income from the Retired Senior Volunteer Program and

Foster Grandparent Program, or gimilar programs fUrideoi under

the "Older Americans.tOmprehensive Services Amendments of 1973"

are excluded from consideration as inane.

D
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Note: if 'a disabled'person works in one of the programs,

his income would 'not be counted; howefer, hi performance could
r 1

still be evaluated in terms of whether he was still disabled.

sr.
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42 U.S.C.A. S1382c(f)(1)(2)
20 C.F.R. 5416.1185

C.M. SS12400-12429

Deemed Inoctre

Deeming of-Ina:ire is attributing income t6 an eligible

individual, even if that income is not actually available to that

individual. It occurs when: it

Tan eligible adult ins residing in the same.household
with his ineli ible s use; or

...an eligible child under age 21 is rasiding^in the
0 same household with his parent(s) or the spouse

of his parent.,

Deemed income is unearned income, and is subject to only

two income exclusions:

...the $60 per quarter any income exclusion;

...the Self-Support Plan for the blind and the disabled.

. Deeming does not occur in two situationi:

...from ineligible children to eligible children, or

...from ineligible chilOren to eligible ts. .

The theory, behind the deeming concept is that persons re-
.

lated by blood,\marriage, or adoption, who live togctfle, as a'

family unit, bear a respongibility to each other to share in-

come and resObrces. However, becaUse SSA defines "married"

those persons who are not-legally married, that theory is ques-1

,tionable. (Sea Chapter 8) SSA is thus in a position of demand-

ing suppC:.-ct money fraitIper.sons who have no legal obligation to

-78-
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support. 'Fprexcgivle, an eligible child lives with his mother,

who is receiving Welfare bene4ts for herself and her other

children. Amen who is not the father of the children'lives in

'the,household. SSA determines that the man .and the woman ardiii---

aboldingl,out" situation and therefore'married for purposes of

SSI. If his income is not considered when camputing,the AFDC

grant, Goan be considered available for the purpose of

"deeming" toethe eligible child. [C.M. S12413]

Since not all .income of the ineligible individual is

I.'

ti

"deemed" available to the eligible individual a complicated

prot-e0 rmat be gone through in determining had much insome is

. . 4

deemed. The process differsidepending on whether the income is

deemed to a spouse, to a child, or to both a spouse. and children..
4

Before going throuethat process in the three situations, it

is important- to understand what incc of the ineligible
4

individual' i.s excludedfrom'conside;ation.

Inane Exclusions

[CMIS12402(b)]

Certain income is not counted for deeming purposes:

...occasional benefits or personal services;

...income received as a representative payee;

.medic41_01._...sccial-servicesiT
0
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*0

.-..court ordered payments for persons not in
hold;

...the earned income of a Child, up to $1200 per
quarter;11620 annually (unless used to meet
,family's needs;

payments

...any Portion Of a grant, sdhoiardhipi; fellowship
used to pay'the oobt of tuition and fees;

ves

)

welfare payments or the/.

...amounts received fob` foster care of a child Who
is noeeligible.

\

__.._____,--onus value. of food stamps;
\ ,

...refunds of real property or food taxes;

...income actually set.aside_for an aliproved__Pian___________.
for self-support. /

1

.

Deeming to a Spouse

[(MC S12404]

s for deeming-inoome to a ..use is as follows:. /

...determine the ihoome of'the ineligible slconse;

...eliminate the 41.19cee exclusions; .4

...from the erh(e4 inoomeAsubtract $i.45 per quarter
.

to cover' work. expenses; . -

. a
r

T
.

e
a

\

...subtract the following amounts that the ineligible
spouse is allowed to keep ,

...$219 per qugrter for the ineligible spouse;

...$195-per quarter for eac1 ineligible child,
, .1eWhis countable income.

0

p

°
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The amount that remains is considered unearned income'to

the eligible individual.

Deeming to a'Child

[C.M. §12408]
1'

1

A child, for purpOses of deeming, must be Under age 18,

or between the ages of 18 and 21, not married, and not-hda4 Of

.
t

. ,

,-,,------7___ _
._.

r

a hOuseholdd. That c1) must be' living in the same househOld with

a parent (or spouJ!eOf suchparent).

The thing process to a child is as follows:

...de the income for the.calendar quarter
the ineligible parent(s);.

..do not count the income exclusions listed above;

..fr the earned income, subtract $195 per
to ver_the expenses of ,earning the income; i

Onl one deduction is allowed, even if both parents
are rking;

...sub act the amounts that the ineligible members(

of e household are all keep for their
awri needs :

... 38 per quarter for one parent;

..$ 57 per quarer for two parents;

...$ 95 per quarter for each ineligible
ild-(reduced by the amount of income

o each Child).

The .amo t that remains is considered larearned Cone to S.

61

the child.

. .
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Deeming to a Parent and Child

[C.14. 512415].
, 1

When the householi is ccuposed of an eligible parent,
i

and one or more eligible ldren, the ineligible parent's
--'' -, ..tr';3'' \., ,

income is deemed to all elig le individnals in the household, a

...determine the imams of the ineligible spouse/parent;

...eliminate the income excitisions;

...from the earned income, subtract $195 per, quarter
to cover work expenses;

...subtract the following allocations:

...;$219.per quarter for the ineligible pouse/parent;
0

...$195*er quarter for each ineligtbl child.

The amount remainingis considered unearned income and

divided among the eligible, parent/spouse and the eligible children.

Each PersOn_ig allOwied the income exclusions noted previously..

S
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42 U.S.C.A. §138.2(a)(B); §1382 (a)

(1) (B);.§1382(a)(2)
(B); §1382(g); §1382b; §1382

411
20 C.F.R. §416.1201-1266

J

1

C1 1.1\ PIER 10,

THE RESOURCE
(C.M. 02500-12676]

Overview
f

A "grandfathered" 'claimant can use the more liberal

resouree--limit-in-the Statz-P- of---Oct:7-71972-provif
received aid in December 1973 in that State;

...has continuously resided in that State;

4.1

has been eligible continuously, or heenb
ineligible for periods of not more.than,
six months. .

A.new claimant must use the resource test in the,SSI

Program. The over-al4limitation on countable resources

is as follows:

...$1$00. for an,individual;

...$2250 for a couple.

1

Resources are things of value, such as cash, a home, and a

care. Since.there-is Obvious overlap with theterm income, the

difference is that a resource-is what n claimant has at the beginning

of a calendar quarter, whereas income is what is received during

a calendar quarter.

-83-
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Resources include not only the resources of the claimant, but

also resources deemed to him, as follows:
I.

...if an adult, all the resources of his spouse;

...if a child, Part of the resources of his parents.

Although all resources must be scrutinized, iriorderato sat,:

isfy the means test, not.all resources are counted. Claimants are

allowed to have certain basic necessities,, such as .a home,' a car,

ho old goods ancl_per.sonal_effects.,_etc.....,_allwithin_asn'Iits

V
basic formula for the resource test is:

b

rCountable Resources: All Resources - Resource Exclusions
1

Even if a claimant should have countable resources that are

over the allowable limit, he 'Still can be made eligible. An advo-

cate can be very helpful in disposing of his resources in-the most

advantageous way possible. It is also possible for a claimant

:begin to receive conditional payments, if he agrees to dispose of those

excess resources.

In order for an advocate to be of most help to a claimant,

0
,

it is important the he should clearly understand certain issues. Those
I

are'discussed in detail in the following sections;

..:Liquid vs.Nbn-Liquid Resource.s;

...The Major Resource Exclusions;

...Deemed Resources;

...What to do Abotit EXesgResources:

-84-
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. .

..Advotate °- r

...Be 6antitialt wit* .the old State Plan AegaAding

46somee tintitation4; .

...Cheek to see A6 a ctaimant wood do bet,62.A:
undo t the otd.P4an than unde&the SSI
ti..on.

< -

Liquid vs. Non-Liquid Resources

0

O

financiat--irlsta-Aqent ihat-

can bp-converted into 9ash withip,20 working days. All other resources,

such as real and perSonal property, are considered non-liquid.

It is important to know the difference because a claimant !

can have many more non-liquid resources. There is only one-exclusion

allowed, against liquid resources, whereas there are several exclu-

siaps permitted of nonliqUid resources. (The-major regource'ex-

clusions will be discussed in detail in the next section.) The
\

amounta liquid resources which'a claimant can have is also critical
0

in deciding haw to set rid of exCet resources,-and in becoming

,eligible for conditional payment's. (This will be discussed, in thelast

section of this Chapter.)

Some examples of a liquid resource are:

...Cash. and checking accounts;

...SaVings accounts;

...Promissory notes;
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...Mortgages;

...Stocks

..Mutual fund shares;

.Municipal,'. Corporate
1

and Government Bonds;

4

...U.S. 'tivings Bondt;

...Pre -paia burial contracts that can be converted

into cash;

...Trusts, if the claimant /spouse /parent is the

creator

IC.M. 5g1254.5,7712522)

411k,

The critical issue is whether,, the resource can be convex=

ted into cash within 20 days. For example, a pre-paid burial con- .
,

tract that As irrevocable would not be considered a resource at all.

Certain U.S. Savings Bonds must be held fora ce'rtai period of

Mime; if that period of time were tore than the' 20 working days,

that bond would be.a non-liquid resource.

Sou_ examples of a non-liquid resource are:

. ...non-business real property;

...business real prdperty;

...personal property which is not readily convected

to cash;

...financial instrument.; which cannot be converted

'bo cash within 20 working days,

IY-imiantation is required of all resources. Thus the applica.-

Lion proctIss_wille:be_exnditPd_if_the_claimant producesai_mugh_proof

as possible as quickly as possible. The word of the claimant will not

suffice.
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Major Resource

0

The major resource exclusiong_and their limits are listed

in the chart below.

A

C

RESOURCE"

,Hoome

SO

LIMIT

Up to $25,000 ($35,000
". in Alaska & Hawaii) '

Jinuseh0-1-&-Gaids -tip to -$17500
personal effects
-

...Autemobile:
..:auto used for medi-

trcatmen

...auto users for em-
ployment

%.*

11.y Excluded

Totally Excluded

.

a

DC

...auto especially Totally Excluded 0

equipped for the
. disabled .

, C
...auto for general use Up to $1,200

, .

, . o
,

.

. ..

.

...burial insurance Totally. Excluded

...terM life in,surance Totally Excluded

...other life insurance Up to $1,500 total face 'value

...Resources essential to Determined by DO
self-support ,

o'd

..:Resources,neceSsaryto
fulfill an approval plan
for self-support

Determined by DO

..,Land held by' Tribe- Tbtally,Excluded

...ptock held by natives of / Totally Excluded
Alaska

.,/

0 132
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If the claimant should go over the limit in one or more
0%

resources, 'the amount, that he is aver. can be applied against the

overall countable resource limit of $1500 for"anindividual and

$2250 for a couple.

EXAMPLE: AI has household goods and personal effects
worth $2000 and has $1000 in a savings account. (He

has no other countable assets.) He is,$500 over the
household goods and personal effects category, but
this, when added his wings account, amounts only

--to $15GO-rwhielr he is all -to-have-in-total-
countabl resources.

If the laimant 'should go omer theoverall limit of

$1500 foran individual; $2250 for a couple, it still might be

possible to be ,71.gible for,cmditionalpaSrments,0pending dis-

poSal of the excess,resOurges. (See page 107)

In the rest of this section, each of the major resources

exclusions is discussed in greater detail.

(
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The Hone

[C. S12565-781
.

e

i

Definition: Any shelter ,in which the individual or spouse

with wham theqndividuar lives has a home or,4rnersl-rip-tnt=est and----- ..//

. . ,
. .4 . .

(.- which is used as principal pldce of residenod.. The home may

be either real or personal property, fixed or mobile, and located

on land or water. It includes the buildings and land; houses,

cooperative And condaminiumapartments, mbhile homes, motor homes.,

and houseboats are examples of qualifying homes.tr
0. 4

Value: The value of such a home can be excluded fram

consideration as a resource up tps1$25,000 ($35,000 in Alaska and

Hawaii). The limitation is the same for a couple as for an

individual. If the.hame is worth more than the limits stated,

the excess woUld_count toward the overall resource limit of $1500

for an individual and $2250 for a couple.

Note that if there are other'awners in additiop to the

-individual or couple, the excess would be divided among all owners.

Other property: Real property, including farmland,

associated with a home, is'excluded from, cothted as a resource

to the,extent it is below the limitation. The only requirement
O

is that the real property must adjoin the plot on which the hame

is located.

-89-
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Mu.

'Business and.Non-business Property: If a home property

. is alSo a place of business or a farm, any property related'to

that activity is part of the home property for prposes, of the

home exclusion. If there is other-non-busiiiess activity conducted

on the-home-propetty .(e-.g a vAgefablegarden), any nenliquid

resource related to that activity is part of the home, property

'Tor purposes of the hbme exclusion. Add, the market valUe of

personal business'Vkoperty (equipment, machinery, etc.)' to the

euvrent- market-value4-of-the-hcrre-real-properti-and-cartpare-

the limit-Mentioned above.
U4

Documentation: Documentation required is 'th i 4,4

assessed valuesas stated in a tax bill, in the case ol:real property,

or a current registration document or a title, in the case of,:cer-

Anal property, such as a mobile home.

If there is some reason for the DOto think the property
. -

is underassessed, further, investigation is in order, and possibly

a higher market value could be assigned to the property. -

Home Replacement Exclusion: A home can be*replaCed-if

sold or damaged with another exqludable home without counting the

proceeds Of

during that

0

either the sale or insurance. as includable resources
,

replacement period. The proceeds of a sale are

.1

excluded. for up to 3 months; the' proceeds of an. insurance reimr

.

-90-
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S, .

bursement on, home loss may be excluded from.resources for up.

to 6 months on real property .(3 qpnth7S'on. personal property).,

,
iltlgeproPeeds art defined as 'the net t payments received. '

by the, seller after -satisfaction of all actual. encumbrances and
.5

sales expellses.

A hare replacement period. cannot 4e extended, however,

note that the replacement can be consideredsas occurring when

r

yment-tffiffiade or contracted
,

in writing to be made for a
, ( , t

substitute home or for hothe repairs. .

When the replacement period ends,. proceeds in excess

4

of payment made or contracted to bemade must be'counted as

resources as ofthe quarter fcilowing the quarter in which the

proceeds were originally received'. And, of course, int*rest

received on.excludedproceeds counts as unearned income:.

1

Advocate Tip

.14 an applicant owns a home wittin excess
o6 .the market' value Limit, he may have an
actuatequity in the home which -a ifet. Lest
becaioe o mohtgage4 on ()then. tien4:. 14

such a "pemon wanta to become etigibte tion.
the SST pug/tam, he may wish to Aett hi6
cut/tent-home, and fue,the net Otoceed4 to
pukcheue a' home whick i4 within the market
value

-91--'
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Household Goods and Personal Effects ...1

0... . \:,

.(C.M. S12,580-90]
. 9

?P

Definition of_HousehOld Goods: Household godes are all
t

'''-'.
,

.

personal property customarily found. in the home .t.nd'used in

a8
,

connection with ,tne
:

maintenance, use, and occupancy, of the' remi-

ses. This enocrrpasses iteMs necessary for an adgoquate $

of sustenance, accarmodationccmfort, information and enter-
,

e

0

tainment of oc4ants and guests. This includes, but not limited

to: Eurnituke, furnishings, linens, hcusehold appliances, .carpets,,.

dishes, cooking, and 'eating utensils, television sets, tools, etc..

Definition of Personal gffects: ,Peksonal effects are
,

persOnal property,which is worn or carried by ah
O

'indiXridUal or has an intimate relation to him, such ah clothing,
. v

.

,

jewelry, personal grooming artic166, recreational equipment,

nusical equipment, hobby items, etc. 4

Value: The value of the household goods and personal

effects which can be excludedfrom considerati9n as 4 resource is

$1500. This is the same for an indivi'dual as for a couple.

If the value is over that figure, the excess can be counted

against the overall resource limitation of $1500 for an individual,

$2250 for a couple.

0

-92-
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; a.

ti
,

Documentation:

a

.

S N
Documentation

9
a

is generally not required:

unless dhe claimant has items of unusual. value,. such as expensive
J

. t

china, silver or glassware, art works, expensive carpets, antiques,

heirlooms, jewelry, furs, 4c. If the items of unusual'imlue

are wort' .more than $500, then each item must be evaluated, to-
.

:.: ..
. ,

gether with any large appliances ormajor furniture pleC16. In
,..s] .

each instance the current market value is the amount to ds,
, .

f

5)

rathenthan the r placement value.
9

Adloeate Tip

...One wedding Aing arid one engagementltinb
ake totally exacided 4Aom comideutiok
c..6 a AuoukCe. ake items Aequiked
beeawse o4 an £ dividuat'4 phy44cat
condt.tion, e.g., whetechaik4, hdoitat
butts, etc.

Auarobi.le

(C.M. S12590] .

."

al

befinitiOn: An autcrobileais any vehicle owned by

the eligible individual or person 1,Those resources: are deemed to

the eligible ildiVidual which can be used to provide necessary
-;

transportation. Examples, in addition to an -attcorbile, are trucks,

boats, special types of vehicles such as snowmobiles or animal drawn
8.

vehicles.

'
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Value:. The value of a vehicle can be totally excluded

if used for medical treatment, for employment, or if specially

equipped for a handicapped person. If the vehicle does not fit

pie of those categories, it is exclude up td.a value of $1200.

-If the vehicA is valued at: more than $1100, the excess cant be

counted agains` t' the overall limitation of $1500 for an indivi-

dual; $2250 for a couple.

of vehicles: Only one vehicle is allowed for

' an individ and/or a couple.* An additional vehicle maybe ex-
.(

dau4ed as necessary for selfsupport or as necessaryto,fulfill

a plan ,for achieving self-support. If the individual(s) own

"mode than one vehicle, this exclusion .7.2lies to the vehicle of

greater value.

---Documentation:-Xocurrentation' -depends-co the-use-of-the

vehicle:

...for medical treatment, car t be used at least
four times a year for a specific orregulm%
medical problem; ... .

...for employment, car is presumed to be used if
there is income from work activity in the house-

hold;

..:for specially-equipped vehicles, any modifica-
tion of the vehicle for a handicapped person is

sufficient;

...to establish market value, the Red Book is

generally used.

-94-
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Advocate Tip . fr

..,S.ince all SS1 appticants ane eitheit aged on

blind on disabled, it should be utativety
easy .to pnove that the can, needed Son

medi&Utneatment and is thenetione excluded

AegnAdtess 4.vatue, Ate one -has -to pkove

is that.the cam is Coed on the avehage at
teast Sour times a yeciA to obtain medicat

tneatment.

.....,

-95-
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Life Insurance

[C.M. SS12620-34)

The amount of life insurance which an elderly peron carries

can be a problem, since that generation of persons had a strong belief

in the need to be heavily insured. Thus it is important to understand a

P
how SSA evaluates life-insurance policies.

. Definitions: Certain definitions are important in understanding.

how to evaluate pdticies:
.

...Insuved: the individualAvon whose life a policy

is effective;

...Beneficiary: the individual who receives the money
upon the death of the insured person;

...Owner:- the individual paying tlhe premium on the Policy:

...Insuree; CaRamnysdlich contracts with the owner of - -

the 1 /

...Face Value: thp'basic death benefit or maturity
amount of the policy stated on the face
of the policy. This maybe decreased
by loans. 4tt.does not include dividends,-

and .special'Provisians;

...Cash Surrender Value: The amount which-the insurex.will
pay upon sdncellation of the policy
before death ofinaturity. This
value usually increases with the
age of ,the policy,.andrdecreases
when premiums aren't paid or loans
are taken on the policy.

-96-
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Value: The following life insurance policies are totally

excluded from consideration as a resource:

...all term insurance policies (there is no cash

-surrender value);

.burial insurance policies;

...all other policies which do not have a-cambined
face value of more than $1500.

Note, that the claimant and his spouse are each allowed-to have $1500

combined face value but one family menbei- cannot hold a $3,000

policy on the assumption that the family is allowed $3,000. The

limit is applied on an individual basis, and thus it is important

to determine the name of the insured. For example, the father of a

disabledchild owns $1,000' ordinary life insurance policies on him--

self, his Wifez,and his disabled child. Since the face value of

the policy for each person doeS'not exceed $1,500, all the policies

are excluded.

If claimant has life insurance policies on himself Which

have a cambined.faCe
,

value of more than $1,500, then the cash surren-

der value of the policies must be determined. However, since only

the owner of the policy has the right to the cash surrender value,

it is important to determine who that owner is.'"Thus a claimant

could be insured, but the owner of the policy migHt.be sameone else,

and hence the cash surrender. value wcUld not be attributed to him.

-97-
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Once the cash Surrender value of the policies is determined,

that amount is considered a countable resource. How6ver, the claimant

does have the.aption to adjust his life insurance policies sofas

to be excluded from consideration as a resource.

Documentation: DO 411114/rant to see the insurance

policies and also will be in touch with the insurance company, in the

event that further aevelopnent of the issue is necessary.Por ex-,

ample, the only way that cash surrender value can be determined, is

through direct contact with the insurance company. An advocate can

be helpful by getting that information early and making sure that the

DO is not operating on just the faceyalue of the policies. Pre-

mium payments might be in defaUit and/or-the claimant'might have taken

a laE., on the policy.

Excess policies: Theme are a number -of options open for

claimants who have excess policies. If his other resources, together

with the cash sUrrender'value of the policies, is under the $1500 ,

limit for an individual, $280,for a couple, no further effort is -

necessary. limreer, if he is over the limit, it is possible for

claimant fo'convert the policy to term insurance or buLal insurance

(WhiCh would then be totally excludes)), convert to ordinary life

insurance at a lower face value, or cash in the policy and spend -

the money.

-98-1
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'Advocate Tip

advOcate can be 44peciat. hetp to .the ctaimant
in'getti.ng an accurate a4.6e4Ament o6 the caAh.410.-
undet vague o6 the poticia, and in exptoning
which ,p.Uon i4 most advantageous to ..the ctaimarit,

in .the 'event that the inzurance poticie4 put the
claimant oven the Aesounee

Resources Necessary for Self - Support

Definition:

either property used in

;[(7..14.1i12600-151'\

Resources necessary for

.aiiade or business or

producing property,.

self-support can be

non-business income

Traceity usedin a trade or business includes all the

necessary capital and operating assets of the.busin'ess. Exception:

liquid assets (cash) cannot exceed what is needed t4, operate the

business forfor threemonths.

Non business inccim producing property includes' land or

other non-liquid prOperty-which Provides rental or other income,

but which is'not otherwise used as part of a trade or.business. Ex-

amples: a small apartment or room which is rentediout; property

used to raise food for home consumption; tools and equipment of an

em011yee; a second motor vehicle when needed in the day to day work

activities.

-99-
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Resources are excluded only if all, the following coAdi-

-

tions are met:

...the resource,ds used in a trade or business or is
otherwise producing income. Exdeption: -a resource

is not in use, but claimant plans to use the re-
source for self-support; a 1 year period is usually-

allowed; but that limit can be extended iednusual
circumstances.

;.

...the resource 'is producing a reasonable' retuth. Ex-

ception: the return is not reasonable but iMprove-=
merit is anticipated, and claimant is given -A year to

show improvement. if an unusual circumstance has
caused a tempOrary decline, claimant dan have 18
months in whidh to Show improvement.

...the gross value of the resource is within reasonable
limits.

DccumentatiOn: In deciding whether the resource is a

0

business qr non-business income producing property, usually reliance .

is placed upon the manner 1n 'Much the income from the property is ;r..

.being reported for income tax pUrPoses. Business incoMe is generally

reported on Schedule C, Schedule F, FormC1065-and Schedule.SE. Non-

business income such as rents and royalties is generally reported on

Schedule E of Form 1040. Other information needed includes current

books kept on the business and/or trade, and statements on the

- assessed valuation of,property.

The liMitjtion on 'non-business property which is producing

income at a reasonable rate of return is Simply that its fair market

value is reasonable. (The DO decides what is reasonable.) The

-100-
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-limitation one the value of. business assets depends upon the type
,

.... .

of business enterprise,, which would fall into One of four categories.
a.

Again the DO would decide what that limit is. If the liMit is

passed on .either business or non-business property, none of it is

excluded.

Advocate Tip'

.16 a ctient has a4e,sounce neca4a4y,,04 4etti-
6uppo4t, head cakeWty the app4optiate 6ec-
tion4 o6 .the Ctairm Manuett and-the Handbook.

...I6 a et-Cent-hoz a 4e,sou4ce not amentey
ah.gue that thatqtaom.ce us nece,s6a4y 04 hi4
(cutme 6ettisuppotti

..Keep in mi.nd7that-ithe_income Thom such a te,souAce
Zs not exctuded.

Resources .Necessary.for an Approved Plan

for Self-Support

The regulations governing this resource exclusion would be

similar to the ones governing the previous section, Resources

Necessary for Self-Support.

The differences are:

...the plan must be approved ahead of time;

...this exclusion is or4y applicable for the blind and
the disabled;

1 1 6
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:..liquid, as well as non-liquid resources can be used
in' the- Plan, thus it is a more liberal exclusion.

The Claims Manual section dealing with this issue-is not

yet available.

Advocate Tip

...Jo/Ca btind ctie4t, exploilati.on th4,6 po444bitity

. could be vent' advantageous; .

Ton a disabted p on, the only caution issthat.
<taking advantage 04 th,us phogtam might Ite4utt in
being finetigibte,becauSe o6 "zubtstantat'gain6ut
activity.."

Lard .Held by Indian Tribe

[C.M. S12552(a)(2)1

Restricted or alloted land held by an enrolled member of an

Indian tribe is excluded from_resourceS if it cannot be sold, or trans-

ferred without permission of other individuals, or the tribe, or a

government agency.

Stock Held byNatives of Alaska

[C.M. S12500(d)]

The statute specifically excluded certain shares of stock

held by natives of Alaska in a regional Or village corporation from

ounting as resources for a,period of 20 years during which time the stock

is alienable.

.



42 U.S.C.h. S1382c(f)(1)(2)
20 C.F.R. 5416.1202

'Deeming of Resources

[CA. SS12652-671

Deeming of resources is-ateibuting resources to an eli-

gible individual, even if those resburces are not-A6Tually available

to that individual. It occurs when:.

a ..:an eligible adult-isresiding in the
with-his-spouse;

0

household

eligible_adult lives separately fran his spouse,
but has nbt yet 'been separated for 6 months;

- ...an eligible child uhder age 21:la-residing in the
same household with his parent(s) or the spouse
of_ his parent.

!

:The theory behind the deeming Concept is that persons

related by blood, marriage, or adoption, who live together as a

family unit, bear a responsibility to each other t6thare income and

resources. However, because SSA 4efines as married those persons,

who are not legally-married, that theory is questionable:. (See

Chapter 8) There is the additional notion that economies Can be

achieved by perlons living together. However there is an incon-

sistency in that couples who are separated less than six months, are

'treated as if they were still living together and sharing those

eponanies:-.

Deeming is handled differently for addlts than for childreh.

-103-
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Deeming to =Adult

All theresources of a spouse (as, defined by SSA), who

. is living with.him,-are deemed available to him, regardless: of .

whether the'gpouse is eligible or ineligible forlbenefits. Zhe

same situation applies for a couple who have pot been separated for

the full sik,months period: The major resource exclusions are the

',, same for a couple as for anindividUal, with the exception of life

insurance, or, in the case of.twO.blind or two' disabled persOn.4;

resources necessary fora plan for self- support. The overall

limitation on countable resources.for a couple is $2250,

- e

Deeding- to a Child

Deeming to a child frail a parent (s) (or spouse of a parent)

odeurs'when claimant is under 18, or under 21, unmarried., and a 6;

student. The child must be living with the parent (s) '. The deeming

rules are:

...allow the parents all the resource exclusions allowed
to perions applying for4SSI;

...if teh countable resources remaining are $1590 for
one'parent:or $2250 for two parents,' no resoutd&S
are deemed to the child; c.

...ifOthe countable, resources are over.the$1500 for
one parent or $2250 for two parents,' evdrything over
that amount is deemed to the child, or, if there is
more than. one eligible child, divided up among the
eligible children;

-104-
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1,*

4

child's resources are then computed; he is not.
allowed another' house or another car, but he 45
allowed personal effects and househould goods up to.
the .$l500 mucimum;

...the child's resources are added to the deemed
resources, and if the total is not ovei $1500, the
child is eligible.

If the cild becomes ineligiblembecause the deemed resources put him

over the limit of $1500, it: still is possible to be declared eligible

for,conditicpal payments upon agreement to dispose of the excess

resources, as is explained in the next section.

i What to do About Excess Resources .

,

[CAC SS12506-8; 1253c)-47; 12651; 12670-6].
'??

An advocate can be particularly useful to a claimant who
.,

has resources that are over the total allowable limit of $1500

for anoindividual,$2250 for a couple. There are four possibilities:

1 ...Changing countable resources into excluded respurces;

...giving away or selling certain KesOurces-before apply-
ing_far-SSI1---

...receiving conditional payrrents,(,based on an agreement
to dispose of excess resources;

...for a grandfathered claimant, using the resource
limitation in the cad State Plan.

Changing Coulable Resources into Excluded Resources

As is clear from the preliicus section on Major Resouroe

Ekclusions, certain resources are excluded from consideration in

-105-
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computing the resources of a claimant. Thus ifetlaimant should

have too mulch ca h, whibh is not excluded, that ca9h could be con-

vertea into excluded rescurs as f0.1-1041s:

.I.a wedding, ring*;

.-4a car within certain limits;
.

...a hems;'

...life insurance;

C..

:..burial insurance;

...househOld goods within certain liiits.
,

It is'verY infortantihat the advocate do a.thorough evalu-

ation of the "claimant's situation, and understand the details of

the resource exclusion. Then the Options can be eXplained to the,6.

claimant, so that he can make:the best-deciaion,.considering his .

situation«

Giving Away or Selling Excess Resources

[C .M. S12507),

I

An individUal can dispose of excess resources bbf.9.ie apply-.

... ing for SSI. Thisis true with respect to cash and real or personal
i

property, and also true even.if the resource is given as a gift or

Sold for les-s than itsmarket value to a relative or friend. In

addition, an individual may also reduce his resources by prepaying'

debts (such as rent, taxes, installment charges, etc.} so long as the

Prepayments are irrevocable.

-106-
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Thebsasic rule is that the transfer mist belegally

binding and that.:the'resource cannot be transferred bac* to the:

indiviau41.

at this/action is taken more than 12 months before apply-,

big/ no further inquiry is made, unless there is reason to biz.:Lieve
.

that the transfer of the resource was ,rot legally binding. If the
A

,action was taken within 12 Months prior to applying, the DO will

want documentation to make sure that the resource disposal is
. '. .

legally iii and irrevocable: l'

: . . . .
Note. that an inlividUar can apply_ for SSI, be told:lhe has,:.1:.

...

too many resacirce.;, wii.hdra,;'.ors,,drop his appliCation, dispose of
'

those resourbes as outlined-above, and then apply again for SSI'

and. be accepted.

Payrnent8

(C.M. SS12530-47] -

or.

The statute provides for payments to be made to a alainv.ait

who, has total countable resources oyez the allowable limits. Those

payments are made canditicnal upon the disposal 'of the excess

sources , and cam be recovered from the proceeds of -the sale. 's

The basic idea behind this provision is that real and

personal property 'cannot be quickly converted into cash, ands thus

people wad go hungry before. they could sell their property and .

122
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proceeds for their survival needs.

1%,

Bbwevet,not every claimant can avail himself' of conditional2:
. -

payments. Certain requirements must be met, as follows:

.;.the total countable resources cannot exceed $3000
for an individual or-$4500 for atoauple;

...the liquid (cash) part of.the'resodrces cannot exceed
. $438 far 'an individual and $657 for `a couple;

...the claimant must agree in writing to reducing the .

resources;

property must be di.-Sposed. of within S j.X months
"from the signing 'of the agreement; all other property
within three months: Ebccepticn: the 'time limit for
disabled and blind persons does. not begin until the
date the person is determined bLind disabled.

O

...resources must be dispOsed of at or near the current
fair market value, and cannot be given away.

. If the claimant has made an,honest effort to sell but
s

has'been unable to do so for good cause, he is given a three months

extension. If at the e7nd of that time, it still isn't possible

. to sell,the assumption is that there is no market for the item. The

claimant is allowed to continue receiving payments and the resource

must be..tut on the market again' at the time of redeterminationof

eligibility.

If the resource is sold, the net proceeds (fair price Minus
6

all expenses) are applied as follms:

'...as much money,as possible is credited to what is
left of the overall resource allowance of $1500
for an individual and $2250 for a couple;
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,...as much of.the balance as is necessary to recover
the conditional payments made to the individual /couple;

.:.any Temainin9 proceeds are considered liquid resources
arld the claiMant is ineligible until the- resources
haveibeen spent down to the allowable resource allotiances'
level;

:1

If the clamant at any time breaks the agreement, the

conditional payments, stop immediately, and the claimant must repay

the money already given tohim.

Note that resources) might increase sometime after a
,,

claimant becomes eligible for benefits. If claimant does not want

to havePhis payments interrupted, it would be possible to enter

into win agreement to dispose of those resources_and receive conditional

jayments7

Advocate Tip

...be thotoughtolamitiaA with 'tutu goveAging
diomat Ae,6ouhce4;

majors Anourcce ex u.

...get4att intiolmation ktom ctaimant Aegauling
h-L6 Situation;

...be pteparced,,to.exptain options to claimant

onde4 thdt leis decision can be a Otty
4n4oAmed one.

U
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(MAIYI'ER 11

()mil MAJOR ELIGIBILITY CONDITIONS

. Overview

o

This Chapter will foals on a discussiod of the other

major eligibility conditions in addition to those covered in the

previous Chapters, which must be net if claikant.is to receive

benefits.

Claimant mist:

...be a resident of the U.S.; .

c.

...be a U.S. citizen or alien lawfully residing
in the U.S.;

...not be institutionalized;

...file for all other benefits to Which he nay
be entitled;

...accept vocational rehabilitation if disabled
or blind;

----

accept treatment if certified an alboholic
CT drug addict.

-110--
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42 U.S.C.A. S1382(f)
20 C.F.R. S416.202 (b)

'U. S. Residency

There is.no interstate residency reguirementas it

was known in the welfare system. Hadever, an applicant must have

been in this country for at least 30 days prioto applying for

benefits. And once an applicant is a recipient of benefits,

if he leaves the country for 30 consecutive days, his benefit

payments are suspended until he has been back in the country

for 30 days.

1 3 I
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42 U.S.C.A. $1382c (a) (1) (B)

20 C.F.R. 5416.203-5

U.S. Citizenship or Alien Status
.................

^

.................. ^ ^ ....

11b be eligible, a claimant must prove that he either

has U.S. Citizenship or is an alien with permanent residency,

or has been admitted lawfull for permanent residence. ........................
....................

...
....................

Tb prove citizens4p or nationarstatusi the-following

^
^

evidence is necessary:

...public record r religious record of birth'
or baptism; or

..certificate of citizenship; or

...certifiCate.o naturalization; or

...a U.S. passpo ; or

...an identifica on card for use of Resident
Citizen in the U.S. '(INS Form 1-179)

To prove lawful ilien status, the proof must come from

the Immigration and Naturaiization Service. The'proof'for per-
t

nanant residence is:

...INS Form 1-94 (Arrival-Departure Record) endorsed
"Refugee- Conditional Entry": or

Form 1-94 endorsed to show bearer has been
paroled for an indefinite,period pursuant to
S212(d)(5) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act; or

...Documentation in the form of correspondence from
. INS stating the applicant has been granted in-

definite v91untary departure or an indefinite
stay of deportation.
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dens is:

The proof for lawful admittance for permanent resi-

...Alien Registration Receipt Card (INS Form 1-151); or

...a reentry permit.,

Advocate Tip

...Since therm L ouch heavy tetiance on the

Immigkation and Natukatization Senvice as a
Aou&ce of documentation, you& client a
in tha count/Ey ittegatty, it would be
welt to conAutt with attonneyA xpat in
imigution taw. In come communities there
ake Aociat agenciez'that give help to
immiguntA, Auch as Inteknationat Inatituta.
Such an agency could atzo be conAutted.
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42 U.s.C.A. 51382(e) (1)

20 C.F.R. $416.231
C.M. 5512210 20

Living in an Institution

Men blaimant enters an institution, and stays there

o for a full calendar month, it is possible that he is no longer

eligible for'SSI benefit payments, or his benefit standard

might be reduoed:

Certain definitions are useful in understanding boo

this issue is treated.

..Institution: an establishment which, furnishes

(in single or multiple facilities) food and
shelter to four or more persons unrelated to
the proprietor, and, in addition, provides
some treatment or services which meet same
need beyond the basic provision of food, and
shelter.

.Public institution: an institution that is
the respcusibility of a gavenmnental unit, or
IcverlAniCh a gavenmmrdal unit exerciees ad-
ndnistrative control.

...Inmate of a public institution; a Peri* who
is living in a public institution and receiving
treatment and/Or services which are apprOpriate-
to the person's requirements. A person is not
considered an innate whenhe is in a public
educational or vocational training institution,
for purposes of securing education or vjoca--

tional traininT., . .

...Being in an institution ". - tiainonte
means a continuous stay id.kv 24 hours of

every day, in a calendar month ;Brief periods

ofaheence while continuing in itatus of
an inmate of the institution and laSting not
mare than 14 consecutive days, wouk not inter-
rupt a continuous stay in the insti: on.

7114-
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...An institution "receiving payments," with res-
pect to an individual uneler a State plan appro-
ved under Title XIX...means that Title XIX
funds are being provided the hodpital, skilled
nursing facility, or intermediate care facility
(either public, private, or voluntary non-profit)
for reimbursement for' the substantial pact of
the cost of services rendered'the individual.
For purposes of this section, a "substantial
part of the cost" means more than 50 percent
of the cost of services provided by*the insti-
tution to' the individual during his stay therein.

(20 C.F.R. S416.231(b)]

The basic idea is- that if All of an ipdividual's needs

are being met, then an SSI payment/is'not necessary. In other

circumstances, if most of the needs are being mettthen the pay-

ment should be reduced. The major situations are:

P

...The benefit standard is reduced to $25 * for per-
sonal needs only, if the individual is in a pub-

' lic or private institution, such as a hospital,
nursing home, or intermediate care facility,
And if that institution islreceiving substantial
medicaid, funds (over 50%) for that individual;

1

...The benefit standard * stays.the saire-if -the
individual is in a private institution,.suCh
as a hospital, nursing home, or ICF, tallith is
not receiving subitantial Medicaid funds;

...Benefit payments are suspended if the insti-
tution is public, and it is nbt receiving
Medicaid funds, such as a jail, prison, or
other correctional facility.

For further discussion of this.issue, the Claims Manual

should be consulted, SS12210-12220.

* The benefit payment, of course, would derend on the amount of
countable income of the individual.

-115-
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Advocate Tip

...Make Atoce that the Went'ibeneifit payments
alte not changed unte4s4 he .Lo in an in4titu-
tion boa eve/.y 6tngte day ota Lull colendan.
month. At.so be awake that beneiit payment4,
can be su4pended.iox up to 12 monthA wWi-
out going thAough the pkoce46 oi-.6Amination.



42 U.S.C.A. S1382(e)(2) /0
20 C.F.R. 5416.210

C.M. 512240-8

Must File for Qther Benefits

Claimant must file for other benefits to which he might°

be entitled within 30 days after he has been asked to by the

Social Security Administration in writing. (An additional 5

days is'added for mail service).
.

ClaiJrantpust not only file for those benefits, but

must vigorously cooperate and produce whatever eviOence is

necessary.

Failure to ,either file or vigorously pusue Nnefits

result in automatic suspension.of benefits, if already receiving

benefitS, or of denial of:application. (Exception: if claimant

can prove he does net have the capacitY"to file or pursue the

claim.) If claimant has already been receiving benefits, he

must pay those benefits back.

Advocate Tip

:..I6 a ctaii4aL has not 'Wed OA benaits and
t9,s past .the 30 day time' Limit, (ague that
he d'd not undeA4tand wftat he, was, supposed to

do. Not that .thus doe not excuse him Aom
i Ong -he stilt min have to)gompty
vtequest.

1'
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42 U.S.C.A. 51382d
20 C.F.R. 55416.1703,1705,1767
C.M. 56600-14

Vocational Rehabilitation Requirements

Blind and disabled applicants', at the time of application,

5pst agree to cooperate with the Vocational Rehabilitation and

.a cept their serviCes. The statute provides that:

. . the Secretary shall make provision' for
.referral of such individuals to the appropriate
state agency administering the State plan for
vocational rehabilitation services approved
under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act and'"
(except in such cases as he'may determine) for
a review not less often than quarterly of such
individual's blindness or disability and his °

need for and utilization of the rehabilitation
services made available to his under such plan.

It further provides that:

..."no individual shall be an-eligible individual'
or eligible spouse. . .' if he refuses without
good cause to.accept vocational rehabilitation
services for which he is referred. :"

An applicant or recipient can refuse to accept voca-

tional services only for "Icadacause." The regulations do not

provide specific standards but do give two examples:

..arerrioexship or adherence to a church Or religious
sect which teaches excilisive reliance on spirit-
ual methods of treatingsand caring for physical
or mental impairments when the recipient's
refusal to acdept services was the result solely
of his benefit.: these teachings;

-118-
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...regular attendance by the recipient or applicant
at a school, college3' university or course of '

vocational or technical training designed to.
prepare him for gainful employment: r

The burden of proving "good cause" is on the claimant.

Not every claimant is even contacted by VocatInal

Rehabilitation, since many claimants, would not be considered

"suitable" for their programs. Hcwever, every claimant has

the right to request those services. The range of services in-,

elude

irb

ti

...Evaluatica of rehabilitation potential;

...Counseling and guidance;

...Medical, surgical and related services tb
correct or redude the disability;

...Prosthetic. devices;

...Services in combrehensive or.specialized
rehabilitation facilities, including sheltered
workshops or valuation centera;

> .

...Maintenance and transportation during rehabili-
tation; .

...Reader services for the blind, interpreter for the
deaf;

...Occupational tools, equipment,, etc.;

...Other goods and services necessary for rehabili-
tation;

...Special assistance in the establishment and manage-
ment of a small business;

...Placement in suitable employMent, folloW-up with
with the employer;

...Referral,to other agencies for services not provided
by Vocational Rehabilitation.

-119-
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42 u:s.C.A. S102 (e)-(3) (A)
,20 C.F.R. S416.981-$ it 1710-11

t for Drug Addiction or:Alcoholism 11;

Claimants who are determined to be disabled at least'

partly because of their alcoholism or drug addiction, are

certified by SSA astbeing,alcoholics or drug addicts. order

P.1

to receive benefits, claimants so certified Must accept treatment.

There are certain-requirements for the treatmerit: -

...the treatMeilt must be appropriate to the ihdi,
vidual:s speeMc need;

...it .must be k "rec&jnized,rsedidal or other pro,'
fessional'procedtirei

...the treatment must be carried out under the
superyisidh bf an approved treatment facility;

..:the treatment'must befree;

...the facilityputt'be accessible by public or
private transportation at a reasonable cost;

...the "condition and ciramistance"of
indiviSual.mut be taken into acdpunt, as well
as genefal,health, mobility and capacity to
understand the treatment plan.

.

ti

,

If a claimant does not want treatment,"the above require-
.

ments'should be careful* scrutinized to see if they are,appli-
.

cable: -In additipn,-religious grounds might be invoked, if

appropriate, as allowed under the Vbcationai Rehabi4tation
. 0

ilequireMents..

7120-
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Although it was initially antiCipated-thatt this would

-be a big problem, it has not turned out to be, at least in

'California: As of November 1973, no new claimant had been

0
certified as;alcdholio or a drug addict. This is in line with

the policy under' isability Insurance of not recognizing

either alcoholism or drug addiction as a disability. Thus,

claimant'would have to be severely disabled on other grounds, or

have severe medical disabilities crested by the alcoholism or

drug addiction. New claimants, at least in California, who

i would have been eligible under the old State plan, now undoub-

t-pdly become recipients of the local general/assistance programs.

ti

-121-
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CiAPTER

BENEFIT PAYMENTS

Overview

Once a person is declared eligible for benefits, two questions

arise:

...to wham is the Money paid

mich money is paid?

Concerning the first question, the majority of the claimants get.,

their money in a check made out to then. However, same claimants,

either because it is mandated by law or because SSA thinks it is in

their best interest, will have their Money paid to a representative

payee. How that system works is diScussed in the Section immediately

following this introduction.
,

Concerning the second question, that depends an an number of

factors which have already been discussed in this Handboo, such as
ti

amount of income, marital status, institutionalization, living

arrangements. Two other factors which have an Influence in certain

situations will also be discussed:

...a claimant who lives in another person's household;

grandfathered claimants who have an essential
person living in their household.

And finally, in order to illustrate how benefit payments are

computed, twelve examples have been developed; utilizing concepts

discussed previously in the Handbook.

-122-
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This Chapter will therefore examine the followi issues:ssues:

...representative payee;

...living in another person's household;

...essential person status;

...how to compute benefit payments.

-123-
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42 U.S.C.A. 51383 a)(2)
20 C.P.A. 5416.60 -90
C.M. SA3050-57.2

Representative Payee

SSA has the right to appoint someone as a re tativ

who then receives all benefit payments in the name of the 1

SSA must appoint a representative payee if claimant has medically

determined to be a drug addict or alcoholic. In ail'othef: 'ses SSA

has broad discretionary powers to decide whether claimant

representative payee. There is no teiguirement-for a legal

competency. ,

test of

SSA usually tries to take into consideration the WiS of On

claimant in appointing the repreaentative,payee. RaweverJ in the

case of the drug addict or alcoholic, preference is given to the

agency that is providing treatment. In the case of otherj claimants,

relatives and friends are given preference, although a

private agency can also be so designated.

A representative payee must use the funds an behalf of the claimant's

basic needs. He cannot use the funds for himself. SSA requires

licor

written reports on a periodic basis, as well as reporting of events

affecting eligibility.

SSA reserves the right to change the representative payee, and,

of ,course, except in the case of drug addicts or alcoholics, can

decide that claimant no longer needs one.

-124-
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Advocate rip

:Be atela to caves in which claimant do6 no.t want a
payee. He ha4 the tight .to uquat a heating on thiz

ue, he tiz no.t ateohotie 04 an addict. Any
claimant hats the tightito tequeat'that Aomeone else
be appointed a payee,/L the euttent payee L4 not
penlio4Ming adequately. Holfrek, therm iA no tight
to appeat that izsue.

I)
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20 C.F.R. 5416.241-9

(

Essential Person Status

Several of the States included an additional sum of money

in the benefit payment to an eligible individual who had an essen-

tial person living in his household. 'An individual 'could be con-

sidered as an essential person if his remaining in the home was

necessary'forthe well-being of the claimant. An essential person,

depending on the particular State, might be a.husband, wife, or

Other relatives, or an uhrelated individual.

Under SSI, an eligible individual grandfathered into the

program can continoeto receive additionalrioney in the benefit pay-.

ment for an essential person, if he so`v.hoo6es, provided tb,at thg

eligible individual:

follows:

...received aid for the month of December 1973 under
the old. State Plan in effect for June 1973, and ,

that such Plan included provision for an "essential
person"; ,

...continues to reside with,the essential person, with
absences fran the have of not more than six months,
or until the.absence is permanent, whichever is
earlier.

The essential person must.also meet certain criteria, as

...his needs were taken into account in deterMining the
needs of the eligible individual, as cited above;

..he lives in' the have of the eligible individual, and
, ii not absent for more than 90 days;

2
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_______ ........... .............
7 is not eligible-in-his-own ........... SSI payments

. ...he is not the eligible spouse of the eligibleindivi-
dual or any other individual;

...he does not have income or resources in an amount that
causes the eligible individual to lose eligibility fcr
SSI'payments.

Essential person,status can be lostvermanently by not
1

'meeting the above criteria. Howeer, if an eligible individual loses

his benefits because his own resources and income are above the limits,
ti

essential person Illatus is not permanently lost.

At anytim, the eligible individual can request in writing

that the essential person status be eliminated. Such a request is

irrevocable and results in permanent loss of essential person status,

Note that the amount to be included foroan essential person

is $73. However, all iix:ane and all resources of the essential person

are deemed to the'eligible individual. NO exclusiOns are allowed'.

Adirocate Tip

...expeolte whether msentiat pennon statue AA
pobaibte;

...6igulte out itc it AA 6 the e,figibte individuat's

advantage .to continue that statu4, in view of
stAingent deeming pkovaion4.

-127-
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42 U.S.C.A. S1382(a)(2)(h)
20 C.F.R. 5416.1125

Living in Another Person's' Rbusehold

If the claimant is determined to be living in another per-

son's household, then his Lehefitpayment'standard of $146 is

autathati6hllyreduced by one-third. LiAcing in another person's

household means that:

...it is5h,private household, not a commercial estab-
lishment, an institution, ec a care situation;

...suppcml and maintenance are both received (includes
rocmaneroard together witeother incidentals).

Congress anticipated` that there might be a number of sit-

'uations, wuch as an elderly Parent iivingwidien adult child tin

whichlomand board would be given. In order to prevent case-by-case

determination of actual cost, the flat reductien rate was put in the

statute.

Ihe determinatiori of this issue is made very earlyin

the application process. Question #13 the e application form

states: "check, the itan below which most nearly describes where you

live". < of the choices is "in another person's household". If

claimant makes that choice, he is next asked if he is receiving.

support maintenance. If the response is "yes ", then the one-third
1

reduction applies. Zf the response is "no", then there is further

development by the DO. Claimant must provide proof to support his

'position,. and that proof must-be corroborated independently by other'

.members of his household.

t.
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The major problem is that ip some instances claimant might

be making a payment for roam and board. Unless he can prove tivit.:1.

the payment is at least equal to what it would cost him to rent an

apartmedi and buy and-prepare-hi* own food or to rent a roam and

eat most meals out, the one-third reduction still applies. (C.M. S12236(d))

Keep in mind that if only roan, or only board is supplied,

that contribution is cashed out and counted as unearnedncome (see

page 66).,

There are ways to get out of the-designatibn of living'in.

another person's household. Claimant must prove one of the following:

c

Note: The

[ §12238(d)]

situations"

that he is the head of the household: proof could
consist of legal documents showing he is the legal
owner of the home, or has joint ownership interest,
or that he is legally liable for the payment of the
rent; or . .

..that he is equally sharing living costs: proof Could
consist of receipts or bills issued jointly; evidence
that he is Sharing responsibility equally for running
the household,'Ehat the money is pooled, etc.

issue of equality is a tricky one. The Claims Manual

stresses that there must be a "general equality in economic

, thus precluding claimant front living with a more affluent

friend and still being considered as sharing living aosts,.unless

claimant can prove otherwise.

There appears to be variation from office to office concern-
-.

ing how this issue is handled. Same offices are interpetiog,it quite

liberally, others quite strictly. SSA in Baltimore is concerned about

-129-
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this variation, and has been circ4atin4 drafts.off rules which

would reinforce'the strict application of the'one-third tedbction

"

Advocate ,Tp

:..expiou claimant. 's situation;

iteddition atAeady applied, £Ut
an appea; A -

...use the head ok huaihotd on /arcing- -
&vim C.04.6 tqatatIon4, whic evet 6446
etaimantla situation best.

4 \
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How to Campute Benefit Payments

. Benefit payments are computed by first looking at alai-

mint!s marital status and living arrangements. The chart belakiput-
,

lines the poss ibilities. It begins with the basic benefit standard

for eligible individual and an eligible couple. Although most

. claimants will fit one of those two categories, others will have

different living arrangements on either a temporary or parManent

basis.

,.

. Monthly llmarterlx .

i. Eligible Individual $146 , $438

2. 'Eligib.le Couple
.

...: 219 657'
:-.

3. .Eligible Individual 25 75
in institution

4. Eligibp.e,Couple . :11- '- 50
PI

.. 15(1..

in institution
,

5. Eligible Individual in . 171 - 513
awn borne; Eligible Spouse .

....

in institution

6, Eligibleandividual in 97.34 22
."household of another" . ,,:-.

.. ,. .

17

.

I

7.

8.

9.

10.

.

Eligible Couple in .`'

"household of another"

Eligible Individual ih own
,

home; Eligible Spouse in
"hous-hold of another"

, ..

Eligible Individual with
"essential person"*

1 .

1

Eligible Couple with
"essential person"*

146

219;-

i

219
1

292 \

438

657

657

876

* Possible only for certain-grandfathered claimants.
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'Once the benefit standard is determined, then countable

incomemust be subtracted from that standard, to arrive at the

benefit payment. Note that all calculations are done in quarters,

and that the final step is the conversion of the quarterly parent

into a monthly payment.

The year is divided into four lendar

...1st Calendar ter is January, February, March;

...2nd calendar ter is April, May, June;
. 3rd calendar qt.iarter is July, August,,Septemberr

..4th calendar quarter is October, November, December.

The only time when guar s are not used in computing benefits is

if claimant.applies'im the second or third =nth of ,a quarter.

When that happens, income is ccnsidered,as of the month of applications

The following eXamples have been developed to dhow the :

0

'variation in payment, depending on, the differing circumstances of

'.the claimants. The calculations begin with the basic benefit stan-;

dard, and show how that sum changes depending on the living situa-
O

tian, marital status, and income of the claimant. Concepts

cussed in the previous chapters are utilized, and thus the examples

can be used as a reuiew. It might be useful to cover over the

answers and simply do your own computations. -

Mote: Information on State Supplementary Payments (SSP) are not

covered in this Handbook:'' Consult your local District Office or

Welfare Department for such information.
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EXAMPLE 01

X
Etigibte ndividuat, L4ving Atone, No Income

Jane Olson is di led, lives alone, and has no outside.incaMe.
Her SSI benefit stand is $438 per quarter; her benefit payment is
also $438 per' quarter: \Her monthly .benefit payment is-$146 ($438
divided by 3). lier.tota monthly income is $146.

:

EXAMPLE 02e

Vizabted Adu Liv.ing Atone, Wohking

Jane Olson gets a part-time job as a telephone solicitor.
During the.iirst calendar quarter she earns '$660 ($230 per month)
and reports her earnings to SSA. fiekbenefit payments are Calcu-i
lated as follows:

ti

1. Countable Income:''

gross income
-any income exclusion

Earned income exclusion

$660.00
-60.00

$600.00
195.00

($195 + 1/2 the remainder),` N05.00
, 1. =202.50

Countable Incoep $202.50

4. Otlarterly Benefit Payment:

quarterly benefit standard $438.00
countable intone

. 202.50
Qua#erly Bendfit Payment $235.50.

3. Monthly SSI payment:: $235.50 divided bp 3 = $78.50

Jane's total inccerie for the month is $. 78.50 SSI payment
+.230.00 earned income
$--308.50 Total Income

Note: .'qecause Jane ie disabled and earning over. $200 a month, she
Tsonsidered by SSA as engagihg in'subttantial gainful activity
and subject to termination of benefits on that-basis. powever,
Jane persuaded then that she needs to test out whether she can work
on as sustained basis, and since h medical oonditipn has not ,
changed, SSA has allowed her a r, month Trial Work Period.
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Jane's fri Mary Johnson, is blind, and lives alone. She
works as a cotnselor for blind students in a. special government
,,programrAnd makes $1200 a calendar quarter ($400 amonth). She

_-=ithas several expenses in connectionwith.herwork which amount .to

EXAMPLE. 03

Blind Adutt , \Living\ktone, Worthing

--. $200 a quarter. Her benefit payments are)calculated as follows:

1. Countable Income:

gross income , $1200
any income exclusion i-60

earned income exclusion -195

2.

3.

($195 + 1/2 the remainder) 945
472.50

= $55.17

$ 472.50
work expense exclusibn -200
Countable Income

Quarterly Benefit Payment:.

quarterly benefit standard

272.50

$ 438.00
countable income
Quarterly Benefit Payment

Monthly Benefit Payment:

272.50
$ 165.50

$165. 50.divided by 3

Mary's total income for the month is $ 55.17 SSI payment
400.00 earned income
$455.17 TOtal Income

Unlike Jane, Mary is in no danger of being terminated, in spite of
earning considerably more than her friend. The reason is because
there is no work test for the blind, hence no reason to look at
earnings except in so,far as it affects the &cunt of the benefit
payment.
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EXAMPLE $4

/

i Etigibte Chitd,.Living faith Patent

Judith qierrolde is 9 years old, blind,. and lives with her mother

Sharon. Sharon earns $900 per quarter ($300 per month) as a file
clerk.:.Juditth's benefit payment is calculated as follows:

1. Dieemed Income:

dross incole $900

' rk expenseoexclusion ------------ --195
t income MS- _

/Sharon's-needs -..- 438

/Deemed income T267
-- j

2. Judith's Countable Income:
. .

deemed income $267

any income exclusion -60

Judith's Countable Income 207

1

3. Quarterly 'Benefit Parent:

quarterly benefit standard ------ $438-
countable income 207

Quarterly Benefit Payment --------- $231.

14. Monthly Benefit Payment: $231 divided by 3 = $77

e family's total monthly income is: $ 77 Judith'ASSI payment
+300 Sharon's income
$377 Total Income

EXAMPLE $5

/ Etigibte Individuat, LtivingAtone, Wwdaing

\Shirley Gulag lives alone, is 66 years old, and works as a \,

Foster' Grandparent. Her earnings are $300 per quarter ($100 per \\

nn*. Since any earnings fran the Foster Grandparent program are
exclOded fran consideration as income, Shirley gets her full bene-
fit /payment of $146 per month. .

Shirley's total income for the month is: $146 SSI payment
100 Foster Grandparent In

TRT Total Income

Noe: If Shirley had been disabled, her FoStel Grandparent income uld

Fail have been excluded. However, SSA would look at her performance,
ani if that performance indicated an ability to work, she could be'

cielared ineligible on that basis.
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. EXAMPLE 06

Etigibte Individuat with Inetigibte Spowie
(Deeming)

Shirley decides to marry John. Archipelego, who is 64 years old.
John worts as a general handyman and makes about $900 a quarter
($300 a month). Shirley continues as a Foster Grandparent. Her
benefit payment is calculated as follows:

1. Deemed Income:

gross income $900
work expense exclusion 195
net income Pir§
John's needs 219
Deemed Income TaT

2. Shirley's CoUntable Income:

deemed income $486
any income exclusion 60
Shirley's Countable Income

3. Quarterly Benefit Payment:

quarterly benefit standard $438
countable income 426'

Quarterly Benefit Paymen VT.2

4. Monthly Benefit Payment:

The family's total monthly income is:

c

2 divided by .3 = $4

$\,4 Shirley's SSI payment
10 Shirley's Foster Grandparent income
300 ohn'r earned income
40 To 1 Income

Compare this example with that of Judith jerrolde. One parent is
allowed to keep twice as much for needs as is a spous

EXAMPLE 07

Etigibte Individuat, Living Atone

Bill Jones is 70 years old, lives alone, and gets a pension of
$180 per quarter ($60 per month). His benefit payment calculation
is as follows:
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1. Countable Income:

pension $180
any income exclusion . 60
Countable Income -- , $120

2. Quarterly Benefit Payment:

Quarterly benefit standard $438
countable income 120
Quarterly Benefit Payment

-3. Monthly SSI payment: $318 divided by 3 = $106

Bill's total income for the month is: $106 SSI payment
+ 60 pension
$166 Total Income

./

EXAMPLE 08

Etigibte Individuat, Living in the Househotcro6 Anothen

..Because of the problems of inflation, Bill is having difficulty
living on'his very meager income. He goes to live with a friend Al
Smith, who is still working, owns his own home, and is generally fairly
well off. 'Al agrees, to a nominal payment ,for roan and board. 'When
Bill reports his new living situation to SSA, he is told that the
1/3 reduction applies because he is not the head of the household
(Al owns the house); and he and Al can't be considered as sharing
expenses because of their unequal economic status. Thus Bill's new
benefit payment is:

1. Countable Income: $120 (See calculation in
Example #7)

2. Quarterly Benefit Payment:

quarterly benefit-standard
one-third reduction

countable income
Quarterly Benefit Payment
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3.; Monthly SSI Payment: $172 diiiided by 3 = $57.33

Bill's total income for the month is: .$ 57.33 SSI payment
+ 60.00 pension
$117.33 Total Income

EXAMPLE19

Two Etibte Individuatis in a Holding Out Situation

Bill decides that the drastic cut in hiS SSI payment makes it
uneconomical to live with Al. He recalls what the SSA said abo t

'Al being of unequal financial ability, and determines not to e
that mistake again. He'has another friend, Sally Flowers, who
an SSA recipient. herself and has no outside income. She is rec v-
ingi a benefit payment of $146 per month ($438 per quarter). The
decide it would be economical to live together, and begin to do
so. Bill faithfully reports his change in living circumstance to
SSA. SSA callS in both Bill and Sally, and after a series of
embarrassing questions,..decides that Bill and Sally are in a "holding
out" situation, and are an eligible couple instead of being two
eligible individuals. Their monthly benefit payment is;

1. Countable Income:

2. 'Quarterly Benefit Payment:

$120 (See calculation in

O

pcample #7)

quarterly benefit standard $657
countable income 120,
Quarterly Benefit Payment .M7

3. Monthly SSI payment: $537 divided by3 = $179

:pill and Sally's total imam fd the month is: $179 SSI payment
+.60 pension
$239 Total Income.'

Note: If Bill and Sally had been considered two eligible individuals,
their total monthly income would have been: $146 Sally's SSI payment,

106 Bill's SSI payment
+ 60 pension
$312 Total Income
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1 EXAMPLE #10

Etigibte Individuat at Home;
.

Etigibte Spou4e in Inailation

Sally becomes ill with ulcers because of the "holding out" sit
uation'and the subsequent reduction in income. She is hospitalized'
for more than a calendAr month in a hospital which; receives 70%-of/
its funds from Medicaid. During that period of time, the benefit!,
payments were calculated as follows:

I

1. Sally receives $25.a month, the amount allowed an eligible
individual in institution ,to take care of,,,her persahal
needs.

2. Bill receives the amount/lor_an
$146, less the countable incame
$106. (See Example #7).

Bill and Sally's total monthly income is:

EXAMPLE III

eligible individual yif
of $40, for a total f

$ 25 Sally's SSI yment
106 Bill's SSI yment
+ 60 Bill's Pens' n
--191 Total Inc

Etigibte (oup.U.L.i.vingSepaitatety

When Sally canes home from the hospital she-and Bill decide to
separate. Bill finds anuther apartment for himself. Until they
have been separated for six months, however, their benefit payments
will be calculated at the couple rate of $219 per month:

1. The SSI payment is the same as in Example 49--$179,

2. .Sally's monthly payment will be 1/2 of that or $89.50.

3. monthly payment will also be $89.50.

Bill's total income for the month will be: $ 89.50 SSI payment
+ 60.00 pension
$149.50 Total Income

Sally's total income will be the SSI payment of $89.50.
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EXAMPLE #12

tndividuat4 Shaking Equally in Househd

Both Sally and Bill have learned the hard way from their
py both
e commune

upehold
is

ni:sand

ol7:11tua-
ally are as

experiences. After the six months separation period,.
decide to organize a commune of other. SSI recipients.
is setup so that every person shares equally

recipients.
the h

'costs and in,the managementresponsibility.
pecially careful to arrange his affairs so that,the
in the group will not be in danger of being in a "hol
tion. The benefit payment calculations for Bill and
individuals:, ,

1. Bill gets the same SSI benefit payment for eligible
individual as he did in Example #7: $106

2. Sally gets the full amount for an eligible individual
with no income of $146.

Bill has the salt?e total monthly income as in Example 7: $166;

Sally 's incare is only from SSI, and thus is $146.

s
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-CHAPTER 13

POSTE LIGIBItITY EVENTS

Overview,
0

Once claimant"is,declared eligible for SSI benefits, SSA

and claimant have a mutual Obligation to ensure that claimant con-

tinues to meet all the eligibility requirements and that the amount

Of the benefit paymentis correct.

The clainiant discharges his responsibility by reporting

promptly anychapge in his circuMStances which might possibly

affect eligibility or the amount of his benefit payment. SSA dis-

charges, its responsibility by fully examining any change reported by

claimant or a third party, and also by regularly scheduled redeter-

minations of all,eligibilityfactors.

The result of changes in claimant's circumstances can, of

course, lead'to suspension, or termination of benefits, and to over-
",

payment or underpayment of benefits.

issues

1

.

This Chapter will be focussed on.examining each of these

4

..,.reporting requirements

...redetermination of eligibility;

...suspension or termination of benefits;

...overpayments and underpayments.
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42 U.S.C.A: S1383(e)(2)

20.C.F.R. §416.701-15
cal': §5300 -5

Reporting Requirements

Claimant or his representative payee is required to report'

all-ch4nges'in his circumstances Each affect eligibility or the .

A

amount of .d16,S benefit payment. This requirement is Clearly spelled

out on the a ')lication form, which is signed by the claimant.

The following events or facts Must be repol-t.ed to the SSIA:

'..'.change in address; ,

...change in living arrangements;

...change in income;

...change in resources;

...eligibility for other benefits;

...death;

...change fn marital status;

...cessation of blindness or disability;

I

.:.refusal to accept vocational rehabilitation services;

...departure fram thejl.S.;

...admisLon to or discharge from a public institution;

...admission to or discharge from a hospital, skilled
nursing facility, or intermediate care facility;

...change in school attendance;

...loss. of status as a resident of the U.S.,;

...refusal to accept or discOntinuance of treatment for

drug addiction,or alcoholism.
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These events must be reported as soon as the event occurs

or is anticipated to occur. Failure to report within the'30 day period

after the quarter in which the event takes place, may result in a

penalty deduction being, imposed, and withheld'f0m his benefits.

Penalties are imposed according to."penalty periods":

...the first'ohe begins with the day an application for
SSI benefits is filed and ends with the y on which
SSA bebames aware that a reportable even has occurred.
Exception: If no penalty is imposed, of SSA has

all'the facts in the case, the first penal period
is extended to the day SSA becares aware t a

reportable event has occurred which does re lt ih a

penalty being imposed;

.:.the second one begins at the close ofche previous
penalty period and, ends with the date SSA beocies
aware that afteportable event has occured; the Same
exception described above applies;

r

...the third one begins at the close of the second penalty
Period and ends when SSA becamos aware that a reportable
event has occurred; the same exception described above
applies.

The penalties are as follows:

...$25 for the first penalty period;

...$50 for the second penalty period;

...$100 for thethird penalty period.

Note that it is possible to have several violations occur in any one

penalty period; however, there is only one penalty imposed for that peri

Penalties, can be waived for good cause, for example:

...claimant wag unable to comply with the reporting
requirements because of age, comprehension, memory,
physical and mental condition;
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,
...cla t did not understand the, reporting requirements;

...cla t did, not have fUll knowledge of the 'event to
be

1 es will not be waived for the follOwing reasons:

ure to furnish information which claimant,kneilr
or uld have known was material;

..an ncorrect statement Was made by claimant which
he or should have known was incorrect;

...acceptance-of a payment which the indivi tuvi4a10,7
or ocsuld havecbeen expected to know was incorrect.

Note: The Claims Manual takes the position that if reasonable evi-
1

dente is presen to show that the delay or failure was not will-

fully intended, penalty will, imposed. It compares the limited

use of the penal in title II cases and stresses'the greater

deprivation of SSI claimants. As of November, 1974, no cases of

penalties being'assessed had been received.

Keep in mind that the statute clearly spells out that there
/

1

e

at,e more serious consequences for fraud. If convicted in a court Of

law, a person could be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for

not 'more than one lear-sor both. Fraudulent acts are defined in

§1383a, as whoever:

(1) knowingly and willfully makes or causes be made,
any falsestatement or representation of material
fact in,any-applicationfor benefit_ under this subchapter;,

(2) aany time knowingly and willfully makes or causes to
be made any false statement-or representation of material
fact for use in determining rights to any such benefit;
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(3) having knowledge.of the occurrence of any event
affecting (A) his initial or continued right to any
such benefit, or (8) the initial or continued right
to any such benefit,of any other individual in whose_
behalf he has applied for or is receiving such bene-
fit, conceals or fails to diclose such event with an
intent fraudulently to secure such benefit either in
a greater amount or quantity that is due or when no
such benefit is authorized; or

14) having made application to receive any such benefit
for the use and benefit of another and having received °
it, knowingly'and willfully converts such benefit. or
any part thereof to .a use other than for the use and,
benefit of such other perSon. it

The key here is obviously the intent of the person's actions.
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'

C.M. §13400 -36

Redetermination. of Eligibility

'SSA -nest be sure that claimant continues- to be eligible for..

benefits, and that the amouhtpf the benefit payment is accuiate.'

Redeterminationspf eligibility occur when:

...the SSA coinputer schedules it441
,

.;.the claimaht reports certain'changes in his
circumstances;

...a third party reports certain events.

SSA Scheduled, Redetermination

The. SSA computer notifies the' DO that a claimant's eligi-
.

bility must "be tedetermineclat least 12 mOnths,after the month of

initial application, unless the DO ihputs.an earlier redetermination

date. After the first redetermination is 'made, next redotermi-

nation will be scheduled for 12 montbs after that, unless' there is

reason to determineel gibility at an. earlier date.
. ,

Although a face-to-face intirvi&is considered most desirable,

the appropriate form SSA-8200 can be mailed,to the claimant fcir can-
t

pletion and signing, if the workload:of theDO is, too heavy to provide

for a face -to -face interview. Note: there is a special :concern that

all converted or grandfathered claimants in partibular get a face-to-
.

face ,interview.

1

ft

9
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The (x_viputer systpiniethins ci.ntrol own the process,. aixl

rol,,terialnation (lair, is pit into the\systAirt within

95 day fromdatc of not ice i1: (.N.11(11Ct I edetennination.

data is not forthcoming, an alert is generated and transmitted by

wire to the DO. Within 30 days after the first alert, a second alert

is sent, with copies to the regional offices. This occurs very 30

days until the inTonnation is transmitted.

If the claimant fails to respond to the first attempt to

make contact with him within 10 days, a second attempt is made, with

notification that failure to respond-could result in suspension of

future payments in 30 days. If after the alloted tine claimant has

not responded, benefit payments are suspended.

Claimant Initiated Redetermination

Claimants or their representative payees are required to

notify SSA of events which may affect their continued eligibility for

payments. If the eventdoes not affect their eligibility or benefit

paymOnf, no further redetermination is necessary. If the event

reported results in suspension or termination of payments, no further

redetermination is necessary, until the claiMantasksifor reinstatement.'

The events which may require the DO to perform a red,rmination include:

...death of a clainvuit or a member of his family, such
as spouse, parent, ineligible child, essential person;

...change of adelresF, which might indicate change in living
arrangements, sale of lime, move outside of O.S., move
of a converted claimant to another State;
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...work activity and earned income;

...unearned income; //

...resources;

...change in
!

mafital status; /

...change of student status of a disabled/blind child;
/

:..change in spport from absent parents;

...reports of medical improvement; :

. 1

I.

...represent tive payee dies or saysine no longer wants to
serve. .

there would be a redetermination ofIf any of these even

all eligibility facto s, and the,same processiwould apply as in the

sal uled determine

1

I After compl Lion of the redetermation, the computer would

schedule the next r lar redetermination 12 months later.

_Third P ty-lnitiateg-PedeerminatiOn.

Notifications r reports from Outside sources may raise

ques'tions concerning the continuing eligibility and/or payment amounts

of claimants.

claiMant, might also be re
1

party might also re rt fail es ofclaimants to:

The events iroted above a being-possibly reported by

ted by a third party. In addition, a third

...prosecute claims for oth er benefits;

...accept vocational rehabilitation services;



...accept treatmeni.for drug addiction or alcoholism, or

...maintain residence in the U.S.

If the event reported results in immediate suspension or termination

of benefits, redetermination of other eligibility factors is not

required, until the claimant asks for reinstatement. If the event

affects eligibility or payment amounts but immediate suspension or

termination is not involved, then a full redetermination is required.

If the event does not change basic eligibility or payment amounts,

a redetermination is not done unless a scheduled redetermination is

due within 90 days. Upon completion of the, edetermination, the

computer would schedule the next redetermination for 12 months hence.

In all instances, the DO has the right to schedule redeter-

minations earlier than the 12 r6mths, but not later than the 12 months.
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20 C.P.P.'§416.1301-1100

Suspensions and Terminations

Suspension cf benefit payments is required when claimant-

no longer meets the requirements for eligibility and when termina-

tion does not apply. Claimant will cOntinue to have the payment

suspended until all_ eligibility irequiiJcements are met_or until bener

fits are terminated.

Certain actions'are not suspensions, but rather simply,

a denial of the claim:

...claimant has failedto apply for other benefits,
and such fact is determined before he starts
receiving payments;

...claimant did not comply with the agreement to
dispose of excess resources, and on which basis he
received conditional benefits;

--payment was made to an individual faced with a
financial emergency who later was-found net to be
eligibile for benefits;

...payment was made to an individual presumed disabled
and such disability is not established..

The following events wOLd result in suspension of benefits:

...excess income;

...excess resources;

...claimant in public institution;

...claimant fails to accept treatment for drug addiction
or alcoholism;

...claimant absent frOm the U.S.;
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...claimant Fefuses vocational rehabilitation services;

The following events result in termination:

...death of the claimant;

blindness or disability ceases; O

...benefits haVe beensuspended for 12-months.

A written notice of intentto_suspend, reduce or terminate

benefit payments must be sent to claimant in advance of such action,

except where:

...SSA has factual information confirming claimant's
death;

'

...abendments to Federal law, or an increase in benefits
.' payable under Federal law require automatic suspension,

reduction or termination of benefits;

...clerical or mechanical error has been made in a decision;'

.the facts indicating such action were supplied by'the
claimant, there are no conflicting facts, and the facts
are Complete.

It is the last exception that has concerned advocates and'

lawyers because of the potentialforvioiation of claimant'S'rights.

It is not clear at the time of. uriting

District Office level are interpreting

how SSA persCnnel at the

°

this phrase. The best pro-

tection, o;\course, for a claimantwhodisigrees.i'vath,ttlis or any .

determination of the SSA, is to file a request for an appeal. Once

he does that, if the issue is 41ati of reduction, suspension or

termination of benefits, his benefits can be restored, periling the

outcome of the hearing. This issue is discussed in detail in the

Chapter on The Appeals Process.

e
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20 C.F.R. §416.533 -72 ,

Overpayments and Underpayments

Overpayments and underpayments occur when the benefit pay- '

meets which claimant ha's been receiving were incorrectly figured. The

amount of the overpayment/underpayment is the difference_b8tween
?

what the benefit payment leve41 should have ben, and the payments

actually received by the claimant.

Be&luse of the low level of benefit payments, it is obvious

that'great.hardship call occur whten payments are not correctly cam-

..putadi_ -This hardship wouldlbe in the past for 1:71himants who have

been underpaid, bdt for claimants who have been dierpaid, the process

of collecting the overpayments can put the claimant in truly dire

AP

straits. `Fortunately, there ,islo provision for waiving recovery of

the ovarpaylaent. Before looking at the Waiver provision, it is im-

portant to understand the difference in he underpayments and over-
-,

payments are handled.

Underpayments
ti

There is a total limit on underpayments. It cannot exceed

an amount equal to the difference between the amount Which, should have

been paid over the past 12 months and the amount that was actually paid

during that period cif. tiMe.

Underpayments can be paid to the claimant in a separate

iviyinent, or by increasing the amount of his monthly pa
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claimant had overpayments not yet paid, the underpayment is offset

against that overpayment.

If claimant is dead, the underpayment can be paid only

to his surviving, spouse (if not separated for six months prior to death).

covered.

Overpayments

There is no limit on the amount of overpayments to be re-_

Certain actions are not overpayments:

...presumptive disability: payment made for up to 3
months is not an overpayment ifi claimant is not

'eligible because he is not disabled; such payment
is an overpayment if claimant is not eligible be-
cause of same other' eligibility factor;

.penalty: the impositiop-Of a penalty is not con-
sidered an adjustment of an overpayment, and is
imposed only against any amount due the penalized
claimant.

_Recovery of an overpayment can r.,e accomplished by eitherA

refund or an adjustment of future benefit payments.

-----A-refandittidgf-156 made in every Case in which the. overpayment

is identifiable as part, or all, of the amount of claimant's non-

excluded resources. It car also be made in other cases, when claimant :

so desires, andcan be made by someone else on behalf of claimant.

An adjustment ofjuture benefit payments simply means that

the claimant and/or his 'eligible spouse would have their monthly

benefit payments reduced by the amount of the overpayment. If the

amount is fairlY large, it would be possible to spread the overpayment

-153-,
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out over several months, butiircno case longer than 24 months. SSA

has standard miniman,reduction amounts to recover overpayments
/
whiCh

are:
-

Overpayment of less than $100 $ 5 per Month
Over $100 but less than $200
Over $200 but less than $300 15

Difier-$300 but -less than-$400 2p-

Over $400 but less than $500 25

Over $500 but less thah $600 30

Over $600 but less than $700 35

Over'$700 but less'than $800 40

Over $800 but less than $900'L 45

Over $900 50

[C.M. 819040]

If an individual has excluded income, SSA may increase the

-reduction to equal the amount of that income.. 6

Waiver of Overpayments:

Overpayments can be waived, but claimant must first prove

that he was without fault,in causing the overpayment. That decision

rests on a consideration df several factors, such as:

`...the clainiant's understanding of reporting requirements;

...knowledge of the occurrence of events that should have

been\reported;

...ability to comply with the reporting /equirements .

(3j. age, comprehension, memory, physical and mental
condition);

...an incorrect statement made by the individual which he
knew or should haNie known was incorrect;

...accep
ve

of a payment which the individual knew or
could known was incorrect. .
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If claimant can prove that he is without fault, he',still must

prove that recovery would have one of the following results:

...defeat the purpose of SSI, or

...be against equity or gdood conscience, or

...impede efficient administration due to the small,
amount involved.

To prove that recovery mould defeat the purposes of SSI, is'

to Shaw that it would deprive the person of income and resources
tt

needed for his own ordinary and necessary living expenses. Since the

level of payment for SSI is supposedly based on a poverty level, it

should be appropriate to argue that lowering that amount would result

in deprivation for the claimant.

"If that argument doesn't work, then move to the next one

concerning equity or goodconScience. lihen a personbecause of a

notice that such a payment would be made, or by reason of the

incorrect payment, relinquished a valuable right or changed his

position for the worse, recovery would then be against good conscience.
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CHAPiER 14

APPEALS' PROC:ESS

Overview

The appeals process provides an official opportunity for

a claimant tc;dispute,actions taken by the Social.Sedurity Adminis-

tration. /lhere Are three levels of administrative review:

...reconsideration;

...administrative bearing;

..,Appeals Council review.

Court review is also possible, but this Chapter will not deal with

that issue....

The appeals process is essentially the same for SSI clai7

mants 4s for OASDI claimants. The major-difference comes about

because of the decision in Goldberg v. Kelly, which founorthat.

welfare benefits' cannot be suspended, ieduced or terminated without
-

-

due notice and without a hearing. 0

In the OASDI program, SSA, has the poligy.of taking the

o
action, andotheh, if the claimant so.,desire6, he carriutilyr.e the

appeals process to get those benefits restored, andbir-,,paid retro-

actively. With the backlog of cases, it istnot unusual for there 'to'

be/a six months wait for an administrative hearing. The entire process

can take as long as.two or three years.

173
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In the SSI' program, because it is a welfare program,

Goldberg V. Kelly Will apply. Thug in cases involving suspension,

)

reduction, or termination of benefits claiMantg must be given due

notice and bffered\a hearing. In order to cut down the time that

-8814litight be stuck with payments which realistically -1d be

difficult to recover, SSA has made two basic changes in post-

eligibility i-edeterminationg, irvolving reduction, suspension or

\

ti

termination of benefits:

.for medical issues, the claimant skips the recon-

, sideration level entirely and goes directly to the
administrative hearing;

.for non-medical elaiiiiant is offered a

formal conference; at the reconsideration level.

As of 'January.1, l975, 40,000 appeals had been filed in the

SSI program. However, because Most of them occurred rather late

in the year, there is no body of experience upon uhic,, to draw.

41/

Thus the experience with the ,appea57process in OASDI will be

utilized in this Chapter. Note that 80 to 85% of the appeals in

OASDI are on the disabflity issue. Because,the standzAs for disa-
.

bility ate identical in the '6/00 programs, it is anticipated that a

_
large volume will be genel'a4 around that issue. However, since the

SSI program is_so_much more complex because of the ' "means, test", it

is likely that there will be a larger volume of non-disability issues

that will go to appeal. ,
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Note that there mustbe written-decision before claimant

can file a request.for an appeal, and such a request must be in

writing. It must befiled within 30 days after claimant receives

the written notice, which SSA usually determinesto be 35 days

after the date on the notice. If claimant does not file for a 1

within that period of time, the decision becomes final. The time limit,

can be waived for good cause. The stringent time limit of 30 days

compares unfavorably with the six months. allowed in the cAsin program.

The experience under CASIX is that only about 25% of the .

claimants denied benefits bothers to start that first step. thviously

it is important to tell claimants about that right, and to urge they

availthemselves of it.

This Chapter 'will be devoted to examining in(greater!detail

the

...which issueslaanbe appealed;

...the right to representation;

...the reconsideration level;

...the hearing level;

...the Appeals Council level.

Advocate Tip

...in6am community 0.044 about the appeats pitoce44;

...cage claimant-6 to Aeque4t an appeal;

..o6tiek to teptesent 1aAman a in that p4oci44:

(
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qihat Issues Can HeAppealed
t

The decis on, in order to be appealable, must be what SSA

defines as an "ini *al determination ". Aninitial determination

includes not only decision on, an initial application (an initial

claims determinati. ),,but also a decision after the claimant has

been officially d= lared eligible for benefits (a post-eligibility

redetennination.
'et

This di ference,becames significant only in relation to

Goldberg v. Kell as discussed previously.

The li t of actions considered "initial determinations" in

the Claims Manual are as follows:

...payment th'rough a representative payee, rather
than directly to the beneficiaxy(Exception: drug
addiCts and alcoholics--they must have payee);

disallowance for failure togsubmit evidenCe;

...denial of request for withdraral of an,a6iaication;
J,4

denial:of request for cancellation of ai"reqpiest
for withdrawal" of an application;

.

...any issue relating to claimant's agey disability*.

or blindness;

,..the amount of the SSI benefit payment;

residency, citizenship, or alien status; .

.J.claimant's income, i.e., at constitutes income
and exclusions:

t i73
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...claimant's resources;

J..marital relationship of an individual and spouse;

diving arrangements;

...failure to file for or pursue benefits under other
programs;

...claimapt!'s status as a child;
0

...failure to accept vocational rehabilitation
services;

...whethara person is an inmate of a public instiL
.tution;

..'.whether claimant is a patient in a Title XIX
facility;.

...whether a claimant is a drug addict or alcoholic and
- is cOmplying with treatment' requirements.

Those issues which are not subject to appeal:

C ...selection of representative payee;

..disposition of informal request 'for payment
(informal disallowance) ;

...eligibility for emergency advance payment;

...presumotiveldisability payment.

EC.M. §136871
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The Right to Represen Um
1

ne represent him in

20 C.F.R. S1501,95

I

A claimant has a right to have

) i !

his dealings with the Social Security Adminis
1

ation. Although

representation is importantl at any, time, it becomes critical .during

\
*--',..,........7t.r....

,,
the appeals process. 3, 1

In examining the experience in OASDI,\no data is syste-

matically
I /

matically collected which deals with the issue ofI representation.

However, a study* was done on information collectI d through the years 1

1965-69 with some rather interesting results. Of Ithe claimants who

were denied benefits and who appealed to the administrative hearing
I

level, onl about one-third had representation from an -an

.

attorney, a friend, a relative, or a trained lay ad'yocate. The-

impact of such representation is revealed in the folI\lowing figures

for favorable decisions: I

I'
p,.

I

...the claimant alone won in 38.8% of the Cases;

..the claimant with a non-lawyer (relativ6, friend,
trained lay advocate ) won in 48.5% of ihe cases;

!
1

...the;claimant with a lawyer won in 54% ofi the cases.

1

It is clear fram the above statistic:.. that kepresentation

definitely does make a difference.

* Rock, Michael H. An Evaluation of the SSA Appeals )rocess,
Report No. 7. DHEW, Social Security Administration Operations
`Research Staff, April 15. 1970.
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As to who can represent, the rules are as follows:

-..a lawyer in good standing and admitted to practice
in any jurisdiction of the United States;

...any other person-who is of "good character, in good
repute and possessed of the necessary qualifications
to enable_him to render such claimant valuable service."

Nbenever a representative is not an attorney, the claimant

must providthe Administration with written notice of his appoint-

ment signed by both the claimant and the representative.

Both attorney and non-attorney representatives may be

paid fees for their services in representing'claimants. A repre-

sentative seeking such a fee must. file a written-petition at any

Social Security office.,.The,artiount of, the fee is governed by such

factors as the services performed and the complexity of the case.

To aid non-lawyers in representing claimants during the

appeals process a handbook and film have been developed by our

office under a grant fran the Administration on Aging through the

National Paralegal Institute. The title of the film is: "Paralegal

Advocacy: Client Representation at a Social Security Administrative

Hearing ". The title of the Handbook Is: Representation at a Social

Security Hearing: Focus,on Disability. Both can be secured fran:

National Paralegal Institute
2000 P Street, N.114., 6th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20036
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20 C.F.R. §1.408-11

(Reconsideration

Reconsideration is the firSt step in the appeals process

and must be gone through in order to reach the administrative hear-
.

ing level. Exception: cases involving a post-eligibility'redeter-

,

mination of a medical ibsue go directly to an administrative hearing.

In order to understand the reconsideration level, it is

important to understand:

...the procedures used by the SSA;

...haw SSA chooses the procedures;

...the claimant's options..

A
The Procedures

The three procedures used by SSA are:

...case review;

...informal conference;

...formal conference.

O

1,
c Case review is the basic reconsideration procedure. All"the

--"\ -----2-1=--------- ,

.--.
evidence in the file is reviewed, plus any new evidence produced by

.

the claimant/representative, and a decision is made based on an

evaluation of that evidence. Case review is'the only procedure used

in OASDI cases, and for reasons of time and money, SSA prefers to'.

utilize this procedure, whenever legally possible.

1ft
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Informal conference consists of all the procddures

utilized inIthe case review precoost,

1

.In:dddition it provides, an'

opportunity for the claimant /refire entative to appear in person

befOre SSA personnel, preferably someone not involved in the

original decision-making process. Oral testimony is taken, And the
. ,

.

claimant has the right to bring witnesses favorable-to his case.
i.

0

Equally.important the claimant/representative has the right to re-

view evidence iR the file.

The formal conference consists of the procedures specified

for the informal conference, plusthe'ornktenity for claimant or

his representative to subpoena and cross-examine witnesses who have

given evidence against claimant.

The formal conference is conducted.in the District Office

by a decision-vaker who has had no prior involvement. in the initial \

determination. The role of the decision -maker is similar to that

of a Hearing /Examiner or Administrativ Law ;Ridge at an administra-
,

1

.

tive hearing. A transcript of the hearing is not required, but a

written summary is made, which can be made available to the claimant

and hip repreltentative.,

There are time limits involved in both confepernces. The

claimant must receive notice of the conference ten days prior to

holding it, and the conference nust be held within0.5 days from the

request-for such a conference.

-164-
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Choosing the Procedure

The Goldberg vs. Kelly decision plays a.prominent role

in deciding'what proceduresiSSA will utilize in a case.

In a case involving Goldberg vs. Kelly rights, that is,

one in which benefits are being suspended, reduced or terminated,

a formal conference must be offered. (Remember that if a medical
1

issue is involved the reconsideration step is skipped and the

claimant goes directly to an administrative hearing.)

In a case which does not involye Goldberg vs. Kelly rights,

the options differ depending on whether the issue is medical, or

,non -medical;

...if a medical issue is involved, a case review is
conducted by the State Agency Disability Determi-
nation Unit. At the option of-the State' Agency,
an informal conference may be offered claimant.
The latest information is that this is not happening.

...if a non-medical issue is involved,' a'case review
is conducted by the District 'Office. ATIFfai-liiir

conference may be held at the - request Jf the claimant.

The Claimant's Options

Claimant's, options at the reconsideratiOn level are con-

siderably broadened under SSI.as ccmpared to OAS6I. Instead of just

a paper review, claimant, at least in most instances, has the

additional option of appearing in person ark hai.riAg an opportunity

to present his'case. The advantage to the claimant is obvious, acid

-165-
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thin advantage is enhanced when a knowledgeable advocate is also

present.

I

Ii

That appearing in person does have\impact on the reversal

rate is apparent when looking at the statistics on disability cases

appealed in 1972.' Reversal rate at the reconbider tion level

was 37%, whereas reversal rate at the'administrative aring level

was AbOut,50%-.

There is relatively scant experience within the 5SI program

as yet on the use of the informal conference at the reconsider tion

level. However, if it is-to be utilized, the same careful IA

which goes into preparation'for the administrative hearing should,,

goon for the informal conference. One note of caution: the informal

conference does not allow for the subpoena of witnesses, and their

.

cross examination, so if the issue is evidence given by'someone other

than the claimant, it probably would be better not to use the in-

formal conference. Both the administrative hearing andthe formal

iconference do provide for,such a right.
.

Even though there .are broadened options for the claimant,x

whether those options are utilized.depends on the claimant's under-

.standing of those options. For 3.cample, in looking at .the experiences

of some District Offices, it
.
is clear that claimants are almost

uniformly waiving their Goldberg vs. Kelly rights through a waiver

fOrm which they sign. Upon closer examination, it appears that DO

aJ
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personnel are frightening claimants by overstressing the fact that

SSA will try to recoup any overpayments that are made in,the event

that claimant loses. There is little exploration of the particular

claimant's situation, and whether it would be to the claimant's

advantage to take that chance- For example, if Claimant loses

and is terminated, he might be judgment proof, and thus would loses

nothing bylexercising those rights. The Point isi,that the claimant

should understand the options in light Of his particular situation.

.

The role of the advocate Should be to help clAmant to make an
o

informed decision.

Advocate Tip

...study the 4econsidekation process; ;

...stddy the 4edodpment ptocedmes;

..-,,exptotte ctaimant's situation;

spelt out the options so claimant can make
his own decision;

...4ep4e4ent claimant with same ca4e6ut ptannings
az 04 an administAative hea4ing.
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20 C.F.R. S1425-58

Administrative Hearing

. If claimant loses'at the reconsideration level, and wishes

to continue with his appeal, he iust'file a request for an admin-'

istrative hearing within 30 days (35 days fr notice date) after

receiving the written decision. (This compares un vorably with
ar

.4e

the 6 months time allawed under the.OASDI program.) That continu-

ing uith the appeals 'process is to the claimant-Id-advantage is

obviolis from a look at the reVersarrate. In the OASDI program this

runs to about 45 -50§ which is quite high for administrative hearings.

In order tow understand the administrative hearing process,

and be able to utilize it to the fullest, it is important to lock

)

at the following aspects'
'5

:

..the Bureau of Hearipgs apd

.:.conduct of, the hearing;

.!..the role of the, advocate;

...the meaning of the high reversal rate.
-

The Bureau of Hearings and Appeals .

The administrative hearing level is the first time that

the appeals process moves out of the District Office/State Agency

jurisdiction and moves into a relatively autamonous body of the Social,,

Security Administration, called the Bureau of Hearings and Appeals.

4.
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The Secretary of HEW has-delegated to the Bureau, its Appeals Council,

and its administrative law judges/hearing examiners, all the duties,

powers, and functions ,relating to holding hearings and rendering

decisions.

The Bureau prides itself on its Autonomy, and if the

high reversal rate has any significance,,that aubwomy is real.

the administrativellawjudges are bound only by the statute and

regulations, rather than by the mass of interpretations, such as

the DisabilityInsuranpe Letters, and the laims Manual, which bind

deciaionsHattheilower.levels.

The administrative law judges must be attorneys who have

several years-of experience; their behavior is governed both by
0,

the Administrative Procedure Act and by the Social Security statute.

For therSSI program a new clags of Hearing Eaminers has been created.

Although they must be attorneys, the years of experience required

is less than for the administrative law judges, and their salary

range, although still substantial, is lower. The hiring of the

hearing examiners has proceeded very slowly, so SSI appeals are

being handled by the administrative law judges. Thus it is .not

clear whether the new class will be second-class, or whether there

will be any difference in performance. Since the hearings are-to

/ .

be'conducted in thesame manner, and since the examiners will be

'Olt
- 1,

,..-
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housed with the administrative law judges, there should not be

any difference. The main problem is that the entire group will be

new to the program, awther the effect will result in there being

more or less vulnerable to persuasion remains to be seen.

:Note that if 'claimants are filing for appeals on both

COM' and SSI cases, the cases are consolidated, and the administra-*
o

qve'law judges will hear the issues in both cases.

Conduct of the.Hearing

Theiciduct of the hearing is governed by the Administrative

Procedure Act, which allows theljudge wide, latitude in running` the

hearings Although the hearings are often, referred' to as informal,
4

in reali4 they are conducted in aTather formal and paternalistic

I

. rnanne_r.

O

b `It is the role pf the judge that gives el hoarir.g- its
%,

unique quality. Thehearing is fionAdversary; that is, the Social.

Security Administration is never represented, and, as already I -.

Mentioned, the claimant is represented only aboti'a third of the time.

Thus thejudge assgmes,lin most instances, three roles:

..;.acting az, the claimant's representative;

...acting as the Social Security represent tive;
n 6 '

..acting as the judge and making the decision based
on the evidence. secured in his other two roles.

1
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tlere has been a gooddeal of discussion both insi

the SSA About the prdblemsipresented in such a,sys

"

this date, the system remains.

and outside

but as of

The strict rules of evidence ,that are apph.icable in a

court of law do not. apply. However,' the dlaimant, Witnesses and

observers are iaroduced for the record,

under oath and recorded verbatim6
0

testimony igiven-

The persons present at a minimum are the judge, the
o

judge's assistant, who records the hearing, aniithe claimant. Clai- /

mandcan, of course, waive his right to be present, and the judge

makes his decision based on the evidence -in the file. (As already

noted, this decreaseg claimarit's chances of,winning.) Other pe sons

can be present; for example, in a disability case the judge might

request,a,vocational expert and/Or a medical advisor. Neither ofIthese

two persOns will have seen the claimant, but will be used to help

the jUdge evaluate the evidence-in the file. Claimant or his' /

representative has the right to cross-examine'such witnesses, And

may request that the-jydge subpoena witnesses. However, the judge

/

'reserves the right to make that decision. Claimant can, of course,

prodUCe)witnesses.to bOlster his case.

C9ncerning the judge's decision, this is usually not

announced at 'the endicf 'the hearing. Under SSI, the judge must give
4

Cn r
C

m.

r
4.
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claimant a written decision within 90 day of the date of the written

request for a hearizng. Exception: disability cases have no time

limit.

It is quite clear to anyone who

that the judge is in complete control, and it would be well for

anyone who plans to represent a claimant to erstand and' accept

1

been at such a hearing

that fact.

Role of the Advocate
)

\)/

IAs is clear from the statistics presented deviously,

10
ha g an advocateincreases the claimant's s of %inning.

1 The role of the advocate is, of course constrained by

the 4onduct of. the hearing and the judge's role, s described aboVe.

poss

dvocatb must balance his duty.to present the strongest case

7

le for his claimant with the corresponding duty of :not

alieiating the ,judge. For example, there are obvious advantages to /
. /

ning the claimant first; howeVer,.mostjudgeis Will insist on
I

ning`claimant first. It is useful to make that request initially

but 4t is probably not helpful to kesp prdssing it after being turned

dawn

Most

,

The important point is to present iz as orderly a fOhion

ssible the most advantageous evidence onihehalf of the claimant.

of the work is done prior to t'he'hearing, both ih developing

tatiOn needed for the case, and in carefully prepar4ng claimant

-172-
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for the questions that will be asked in the hearing. The better

prepared the advocate and the claimant, the better the chance
4

of winning.

An advocate should prepare a written outline of the major

teCts and the manner of presentation prior to the hearing.

also write a brief bef e the_hearingto give to the judge at the

end.of the hearlrg. thee option is to request that the feCord

left open for a fewday's in order to file a.brief.'Ihis'gives

e advocatean opportunity to highlight the majcr issues. to
'14

qeinforce the points made on behalf of, the claimant at the hearing.

1

c,

p

C.
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The Meaning of ,the High Reversal Rate

There has been a good deal of speculation about the mean-

ing of.the high reversal rate at the administrative hearing level.

An obvious conclusion is that the initial determination is too

narrow and restrictive, and is basically, anti- claimant. Other

possibilities have been advanced and should at least be considered:

judges are not bound by-ffie .interpretive
rules used in making the initial decision, and thus
cane to a different conclusion;

...in disability cases, the judges are the first decision-
,makers to actually see the claimant;

...in disability cases, additional medical evidence,.
particularly fran specialists, is often secured;,

...in disability cases, the time lapse between date
of the original decision and: the hearing_might be
long enough for claimant's condition to have worsened.

Keep in mind that the bulk of the appeals (80-85%) are

on the issue of disability. As already discussed in the Chapter

or. Disability, Lie definition of disalility includes an abstract

a
concept of work capcity, which hinges on the way a claimant looks,

his demeanor, his motivation, his general credibility. However,

such attributes as credibility are also important in cases not

involiring disability.

In analyzing the reversal statistics, there is same

variation, according to region, ranging fran 51.2% xexiersal rate

in region 9 (San Francisco) to 40.4% in region 2 (New York). However,

* Social Security Disability and Mass Justice, Robert G. Dixon, Jr.,
Praeger Publishers, o. 1973, pages 76-9.
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that regional rate is not as significant as the range revealed when
.

0 looking at the performancc of individual administrative law judges.

In 1971 a study showed that about 61% of the judges had a reversal

rate of betwoen 36 to 55 percent; 8 portent were strongly pro-

claimant with rates between 66 and 80 %; 10 ix:rcent were clearly

anti-claimant with 'rates between 21 and 30%.
I.

Vs is true in all systems of adjudication, or can generalize

on trends, but it is still possible to get a judge who is-biased

either for or against the claimant. If an advocate should get a judge

who is biased Gagairist the claimant, it would be-well' to try to work

for that judge being disqualified, or at least to raise that issue so

that the record "can be protected on appeal:

Whatever the reason, it is clear that the claimant has a

gOcd chance of winning at the administrative hearing level and

that the chances are even better when represented-by a competent

-advocate.
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The Appeals Council

20 C.F.R. 51459-74

If the claimant does not win at the administrative hearing

level, the next step is to file a request for a review by the Appeals

. .

Council. This must be done within 30 dayd of the receipt of the

administrative law judge's decision (35 days from the date on the °

'notice). The time limit is 6 months for CASDI.\,

41 The Appeals Council is the last step'in-the administratille

review process. The Council as with the administrative law judges,

igpart of the Bureau of Hearings and Appeals. It sits in Baltimore,

but recently regional appeals councils were authorized for Phila-

.
elphia, Atlanta, Chicago, -DaIlas and San Francisco. The Council

consists of -a chairman, a vice chairman and 11 rrembers. 'However,'

it usually operates in panels of two-members for each case. , One

of the two panelists writes an opinion, and if the second concurs,

it becomes an Appeals Council decision.

Cases came to the Council in the following ways:

. ...claimants appealing an administrative law judge
decision;

case certified to the Council by an administrative
law judge who declines to decide a case;

...On-fts awn motion, a case,pendlog before a hearing
examiner;

e

...on its own motion, a case already decided by an adminis-

_____trative_la3,4_judge,_Johich_is-not_being-appealed-because-
thl decision was favorable to the claimant.
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If the Council, on,its own.motion, moves a case pending

before an adminitive law judge, the Council nmst holda regular

administrative hearing. liewever, if the Council is merely re-

viewing the decision of the judge,,the review is based on the

evidence already in the record, includinti the verbatim hearing

transcript of the hearing. Additional evidence can be submitted.

by the claimant/representative, and he has the right to appear '

.
.

____pPrsonally and argue the case.- In practice, the claimant/represenl-

tative docsnot make an appear/ance and a decision is made on the.
o

record,

\
With theccases that are essentially a review of the judge's

decision, the Council has the option to affirm or reverse.the

.--

.administrative law judge's decision, or remand the case back to the

administrative law judge. TO remand a case means-to send it back

for additional "development and further proceedings before baking .a

decision. The administrative law judge will either write anew\

decision or recommend a decision to the Appeals Council for its final

consideration.

There are three_differences between the Appeals Council

review and an administrative hearing:

...only decisions unfavorable to the claimant are reviewed
. by 'the administrative P1w judge, whereas the Appeals-

Council can review-decisions favorable to the claiMant;

0.
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...only the claimant can request an adminiSirative
hearing, whereas the Appeals Council, on its awn
motion, can review a decision; .

.all requests for review must be granted by,adminis-
trative law judges, whereas the Appeals Couhcil re-°
serves the right to deny the request for a review.

The most striking difference-is the right of the Appeals

Council to deny.a claimant's request for review. In fact, the

Appeals, Council reviews very few cases;. for example, in 1970 less

than 20 percent of the cases processed wereAceptedfor review

(2,149 out of 11,09419oases). Since the:decisions are only in terms

of whether the originaltecision was reversed or affirmed, and the

Appeals Cduncil reviews favorable, as, well as tnfavorable decisions,

.:.

it is not possible to determine if there illivpro,or anti-claimant
lir e

bias on,the Council. In the same year, 1970,.801 cases were "on own

motion" -(NIS. The decision reversal rate was as follOws: affirmed

in 769 cases; reversed in 1,380 cased.

Although the AppealsoCOuncil does not appeir to be a very

good resource for the claimant, nevertheless this step must, be gone

through in order to exhaust all administrative remedies, in the event
o

claimant wants to seek remedy in'the courts:

The action of the Appeals Council is final and binaling,

unless claimant within 60 days after, receipt of the decision, gets
ti

an attorney to appeal to the U.S. District Court. Time limits, of

coursk4._can_be_waived2for_good-cause_ _
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